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We present a membership-query algorithm for efficiently learning
DNF with respect to the uniform distribution. In fact, the algorithm
properly learns with respect to uniform the class TOP of Boolean
functions expressed as a majority vote over parity functions. We also
describe extensions of this algorithm for learning DNF over certain non-
uniform distributions and for learning a class of geometric concepts that
generalizes DNF. Furthermore, we show that DNF is weakly learnable
with respect to uniform from noisy examples. Our strong learning algo-
rithm utilizes one of Freund’s boosting techniques and relies on the fact
that boosting does not require a completely distribution-independent
weak learner. The boosted weak learner is a nonuniform extension of a
parity-finding algorithm discovered by Goldreich and Levin. ] 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following 20-questions-like game between
two players, Bob and Alice. Bob has a disjunctive normal
form (DNF) expression f in mind. Alice is allowed to ask
about the value of f on input assignments of her choosing,
i.e., to ask membership queries. She is allowed to ask a num-
ber of membership queries bounded by a polynomial in the
number of terms in f, and the total processing time she is
allowed is similarly bounded. Alice wins the game if she dis-
covers a function h such that f and h produce the same output
value on at least 990 of the possible input assignments (such
an h is called a strong approximator for f with respect to the
uniform distribution, or for brevity, with respect to uniform).
Is there a strategy that Alice can follow such that,
regardless of the DNF expression chosen by Bob, Alice wins
the game? Ever since Valiant introduced the ‘‘probably
approximately correct’’ (PAC) learning framework [46],
there has been a great deal of interest in developing
strategies for winning games similar to the one above. The
‘‘games’’ vary in two basic ways: we can vary the set of func-
tions that Bob can choose from (the function class) and we
can vary the rules of the game, such as the kinds of questions
Alice is allowed to ask (the learning model ).
The specific question of whether or not there is a winning
strategy (a learning algorithm) for the DNF concept class in
some reasonable learning model has been especially well-
studied. While a number of algorithms have been developed
for learning various subclasses of DNF in a variety of
models [46, 34, 7, 3, 30, 4, 2, 11, 38, 18], many of the results
for unrestricted DNF have been negative. Angluin, who
introduced the model of exact learning with proper equiv-
alence queries [5] (models mentioned here are defined in
the next section), showed that DNF is not efficiently
learnable in this model [6]. Subsequently, Angluin and
Kharitonov [8] showed that, given standard cryptographic
assumptions, if DNF is learnable with membership queries
then it is learnable without membership queries with respect
to the class of distributions computable by polynomial-size
circuits. This result provides substantial evidence that
membership queries, which have proved useful in a number
of learning algorithms, may not simplify distribution-inde-
pendent DNF learning. Recently, Kharitonov [35] again
used cryptographic assumptions to show that the class AC0
of constant-depth, polynomial-size [7, 6, c]-circuits is
not even weakly learnable using membership queries with
respect to the uniform distribution. Roughly speaking, this
says that Alice cannot win the game above when Bob is
allowed to choose an arbitrary AC0 function f, even if
Alice’s function h is only required to agree with f on 510 of
the input assignments (such an h is a weak approximator to
f with respect to uniform). While this hardness result does
not immediately apply to subclasses of AC0 such as the class
of functions representable as a polynomial-size DNF, it
provided at least circumstantial evidence that polynomial-
size DNF might also be hard to learneven weaklywith
respect to uniform.
In sharp contrast, we prove a positive DNF learning
result: DNF is strongly learnable with respect to the
uniform distribution using membership queries. In other
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words, Alice does have a winning (probabilistic) strategy for
the original game above. This improves on two previous
DNF learning algorithms in the same uniform-with-
membership model: Mansour’s quasi-polynomial-time
algorithm [43] and a polynomial-time weak learner due to
Blum et al. [10].
Our algorithm for DNF learning is largely the combina-
tion of two powerful tools. One of these is a beautiful techni-
que due to Goldreich and Levin [29]. Given a black box
that will answer membership queries for a Boolean function
f over [0, 1]n, their technique efficiently locates a subset A
of the inputs of f such that the parity /A of the bits in
A is a weak approximator for f with respect to uniform,
if such an A exists. This technique later formed the basis
for a well-known learning theoretic result by Kushilevitz
and Mansour [37] and has generally been referred to as
the KM algorithm in the learning-theoretic community
(see, e.g., [10]). However, we will refer to the algorithm
in this paper as the weak parity algorithm, or WP for
short.
A useful connection between DNF learning and the WP
algorithm was first noted by Blum et al. [10]. They showed
that for every DNF f, there is a parity function /A that
weakly approximates f with respect to uniform. Because
WP will find such a parity function as long as it exists, this
implies that WP is a weak learning algorithm for DNF with
respect to the uniform distribution. While this is an inter-
esting result theoretically, the weak model is clearly not
as intuitive a notion of learning as the stronger model
presented above.
To obtain our strong learning result for DNF, we show
that for every DNF f and for every probability distribution
D over f ’s inputs there is some /A that is a weak
approximator for f with respect to D. We also show that the
GoldreichLevin technique can be extended to efficiently
find such a /A for any (but not necessarily all) probability
distributions.
The other tool we use is hypothesis boosting [44, 21, 22,
24]. In particular, we show how to apply one of Freund’s
boosting algorithms [21] to boost our weak learner into a
strong learner for DNF with respect to the uniform distribu-
tion. Boneh and Lipton [14] have previously proved a
distribution-dependent boosting result, but their boosting
mechanism was somewhat specialized. Our algorithm
appears to be the first to obtain a distribution-dependent
strong learning algorithm by applying a standard boosting
technique.
The hypothesis output by our algorithm is in TOP, the
class of functions expressed as a threshold of parity func-
tions (this class is also known as PT1 [15]). In fact, we
show that the DNF learning algorithm can also be used to
properly learn TOP with respect to uniform. This is a par-
ticularly interesting result because of the expressiveness of
TOP. For example, every Boolean function f has a TOP
representation that is at most polynomially larger then the
smallest representation of f as either a CNF or a DNF [36]
or as a decision tree with parity functions at the internal
nodes [37]. Several more examples of classes subsumed by
TOP are presented later in the paper. However, results of
Bruck [15] and Bruck and Smolensky [16] show that
our algorithm does not readily extend to either the class
of depth-2 threshold circuits or the class of depth-3
[7, 6, c]-circuits.
We then extend the basic algorithm in several ways. First,
we generalize the algorithm to learn geometric concepts
defined over non-Boolean domains, an area that has at-
tracted substantial interest recently ([20] contains a nice
summary of research in this area). Among other results,
we show that the class UBOXunions of axis-parallel
rectangles defined over the domain [0, ..., b&1]nis
efficiently learnable with respect to uniform for any
constant b. This complements previous positive results for
UBOX, in stronger learning models, that either restrict the
class in some way or assume that n is constant [13, 42, 26,
19, 20]. We also show that DNF is learnable not only with
respect to uniform but also over a variety of other
distributions, including the constant-bounded product
distributions. Finally, we show that DNF is, with high
probability, weakly learnable with respect to uniform
even if the target function is corrupted by random but
persistent classification noise. While this weak learning
result is not an extension of our strong learning algorithm,
it does generalize the weak parity algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we provide definitions and several well-known
facts that are used later in the paper. Section 3 describes
Freund’s boosting algorithm and WP in some detail. Our
main result, showing that DNF is strongly learnable, is in
Section 4, and Section 5 describes our results concerning
TOP. The remainder of the paper details the above varia-
tions on the basic learning algorithm and presents some
directions for further research.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
2.1. Functions and Function Classes
We will be interested in the learnability of sets (classes) of
Boolean functions. The Boolean functions we consider are,
unless otherwise noted, of the type f : [0, 1]n  [&1, +1]
for fixed positive values of n, where an output of +1 denotes
true and &1, false. We call [0, 1]n the instance space of
f, an element x in the instance space an instance, and the
pair (x, f (x)) an example of f. We denote by xi the i th
bit of instance x. Following standard practice, for any
complex-valued function g we define the norms L(g)=
maxx[ | g(x)|], L1(g)=x | g(x)|, and L2(g)=- x | g(x)|2.
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Intuitively, a learning algorithm should be allowed to run
in time polynomial in the complexity of the function f to be
learned; we will use the size of a function as a measure of its
complexity. The size measure will depend on the function
class to be learned. In particular, each function class F that
we study implicitly defines a natural class RF of representa-
tions of the functions in F. We define the size of a function
f # F as the minimum, over all r # RF such that r represents
f, of the size of r, and we define below the size measure for
the two representation classes of primary interest in this
paper, DNF and TOP. Arbitrary Boolean functions can be
represented by these classes; we will refer to such function
classes as universal classes. Thus, for an arbitrary Boolean
function f we mean by the DNF-size (TOP-size) of f the min-
imum size of any DNF (TOP) representation of f.
A DNF expression is a disjunction of terms, where each
term is a conjunction of literals and a literal is either a
variable or its negation. An example DNF expression is
(x 1 7x2) 6 (x 2 7 x3). The size of a DNF expression r is the
number of terms in r.
A TOP expression is a majority vote over a fixed collec-
tion of parity functions, i.e., a depth-2 circuit with a majority
gate at the root and parity gates at the bottom level. We
assume that the majority function outputs true if and only
if over half of its inputs are true. By a parity function we
mean a function that computes parity over a fixed subset of
the (unnegated) inputs or the negation of such a function.
Parity over the empty set is by definition the constant func-
tion true. Also, a parity function may occur multiple times
in a TOP expression. Thus, an example of a TOP expression
is MAJ(c(x1 x4), x2 , x2 , 1), where we have used 1 to
represent the always-true parity function. The size of a TOP
expression r is the number of parity functions in r. Equiv-
alently, we can think of a TOP as an integer-weighted vote
over distinct parity functions; in this case, the TOP-size of
a representation is the sum of the magnitudes of the weights.
The TOP-size of the example expression above is 4 in either
case, although it has only three distinct parity functions.
2.2. Learning Models
Before defining the learning models we will consider, we
define several supporting concepts. Given a function f and
probability distribution D on the instance space of f, we say
that function h is an =-approximator for f with respect to D
if PrD[h= f ]1&=. An example oracle for f with respect to
D (EX( f, D)) is an oracle that on request draws an instance
x at random according to probability distribution D and
returns the example (x, f (x)) . A membership oracle for f
(MEM( f )) is an oracle that given any instance x returns the
value f (x). Let Dn denote a nonempty set of probability dis-
tributions on [0, 1]n. Any set D=n Dn is called a distribu-
tion class. For some distributions that have obvious
generalizations to distribution classes (such as the uniform
distribution on [0, 1]n) we blur the distinction between dis-
tribution and distribution class.
Now we formally define the ‘‘probably approximately
correct’’ (PAC) model of learnability [46]. Let = and $ be
positive values (called the accuracy and confidence of the
learning procedure, respectively). Then we say that the func-
tion class F is (strongly) PAC-learnable if there is an algo-
rithm A such that for any = and $, any f # F (the target
function), and any distribution D on the instance space
of f (the target distribution), with probability at least 1&$
algorithm A(EX( f, D), =, $) produces an =-approximation
for f with respect to D in time polynomial in the number of
input bits n, the size of f, 1=, and 1$. We generally drop the
‘‘PAC’’ from ‘‘PAC-learnable’’ when the model of learning is
clear from the context.
We will consider a number of variations on the basic PAC
model. Let M be any model of learning (e.g., PAC). If F is
M-learnable by an algorithm A that requires a membership
oracle then F is M-learnable using membership queries. If F
is M-learnable for == 12&1p(n, s), where p is a fixed poly-
nomial and s is the size of f, then F is weakly M-learnable.
We say that F is M-learnable by H if F is M-learnable by
an algorithm A that always outputs a function h # H.
If F is M-learnable by F then we say that F is properly
M-learnable. Finally, note that the PAC model places no
restriction on the example distribution D; i.e., it is dis-
tribution-independent. If F is M-learnable for all distribu-
tions D in distribution class D then F is M-learnable with
respect to D.
We also at times refer to models of exact learning [5]; we
now define several concepts related to these models. An
equivalence oracle for f (EQ( f )) is an oracle that, given a
hypothesis function h, returns an instance x such that
f (x){h(x) if such an x exists; otherwise, the oracle returns
‘‘equivalent.’’ A function class F is exactly learnable if there
is an algorithm A such that for all f # F and for all possible
equivalence oracles EQ( f ), A(EQ( f )) runs in time polyno-
mial in n and the size of f and returns a hypothesis h equiv-
alent to f. Function class F is exactly learnable with proper
equivalence queries if F is exactly learnable by some algo-
rithm A such that for all of the hypotheses h posed by A to
the equivalence oracle, h # F.
2.3. The Fourier Transform
For each set A[1, ..., n] we define the function
/A : [0, 1]n  [&1, +1] as
/A(x)=(&1)i # A xi=1&2 \ :i # A xi mod 2+ .
That is, /A(x) is the Boolean function that is 1 when the
parity of the bits in x indexed by A is even and is &1
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otherwise. Also define the inner product ( f, g) =
Ex[ f (x) } g(x)] and define the norm as usual by & f &=
- Ex[ f 2(x)]. Expectations and probabilities here and else-
where are with respect to the uniform distribution over the
instance space unless otherwise indicated, and we will typi-
cally omit explicit reference to the instance variable x.
Given the above definitions, [/A | A[1, ..., n]] is an
orthonormal set of functions, i.e., (/A , /B) =0 if A{B and
the inner product is 1 otherwise. To see the A{B case,
choose any i that is in one set and not the other (say i # A
and i  B) and split the sum defining the inner product into
two sums, one with xi=0 and the other with xi=1. These
two sums are negatives of one another.
Furthermore, because the vector space of real-valued
functions over [0, 1]n has dimension 2n, the set of 2n parity
functions forms an orthonormal basis for this vector space.
As a result, every function f : [0, 1]n  R can be uniquely
expressed as a linear combination of parity functions:
f =A f (A) } /A , where f (A)=( f, /A)=E[ f } /A]. We
call the vector of coefficients f the Fourier transform of f.
Note that for Boolean ([&1, +1]-valued) f, f (A) repre-
sents the correlation of f and /A with respect to the uniform
distribution. Also note that f (<)=E[ f/<]=E[ f ], since
/< is the constant function +1.
Example. Let f =x1 7 x2 and let n=2. Then the
Fourier coefficients of f are f (<)=f ([1])=f ([2])=& 12
and f ([1, 2])= 12 , i.e.
f =& 12 (/<+/[1]+/[2]&/[1, 2]).
Of course, f can also be represented this way for n>2. In
general, if a function depends only on the variables indexed
by a set S, then for all sets A such that A&S{<, f (A)=0.
Note that for any f and g mapping [0, 1]n into the reals,
E[ fg]=Ex _\:A f (A) /A(x)+ } \:B g^(B) /B(x)+&
= :
A, B
f (A) g^(B) Ex[/A(x) /B(x)].
By the orthonormality of the /’s, this gives that E[ fg]=
A f (A) g^(A), and note that a similar result holds for any
orthonormal basis. As a corollary of this we have Parseval’s
identity: E[ f 2]=A f 2 (A). For Boolean f it follows that
A f 2(A)=1.
2.4. Estimating Expected Values
We will frequently want to estimate the expected value of
random variables. The following three lemmas allow us to
compute the sample size needed to ensure that with high
probability the sample mean closely approximates the
true mean of a random variable. The lemmas differ in the
restrictions placed on the random variable and in how the
closeness of approximation is measured (additively or
multiplicatively).
Lemma 1 (Chernoff). Let Xi be independent random
variables all with mean + such that for all i, Xi # [0, 1]. Then
for any 0*1,
Pr _ 1m :
m
i=1
Xi(1+*) +&e&*2m+3
and
Pr _ 1m :
m
i=1
Xi(1&*) +&e&*2m+2.
Lemma 2 (Hoeffding). Let Xi be independent random
variables all with mean + such that for all i, aXib. Then
for any *>0,
Pr _} 1m :
m
i=1
Xi&+ }*&2e&2*2m(b&a)2.
Lemma 3 (Bienayme Chebyschev). Let Xi be pairwise
independent random variables all with mean + and variance
_2. Then for any *>0,
Pr _} 1m :
m
i=1
Xi&+ }*& _
2
m*2
.
Hoeffding’s inequality will be particularly useful to us.
For later reference, we state the following immediate
corollary of Lemma 2.
Corollary 4. Let X represent a random variable that
produces values in the range [a, b]. Then there is an algo-
rithm AMEAN(X, b&a, *, $) that for any such X and any
*>0 produces a value +$ such that |E[X]&+$|* with
probability at least 1&$. Furthermore, AMEAN runs in
time polynomial in b&a, *&1, and log $&1, specifically
O((b&a)2 log $&1*2).
Proof. Take m=(b&a)2 ln(2$)(2*2) and let S repre-
sent the sum of m draws from the random variable X. Then
+$=Sm satisfies the requirements of the corollary. K
The Chernoff bound can be used to obtain a similar algo-
rithm for estimating the mean of [0, 1]-valued random
variable within a multiplicative factor. At times we will want
to similarly estimate the mean of an [a, b]-valued random
variable within a multiplicative factor, rather than within an
additive factor as above. The following corollary shows that
under certain conditions this estimate can be performed
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efficiently using a standard guess-and-double technique, a
technique that is also used several times elsewhere in this
paper.
Corollary 5. Let X represent a random variable that
produces values in the range [a, b], and let E[X]=+{0.
Then there is an algorithm MMEAN(X, b&a, $) that for any
such X produces a value +$ such that |+&+$||+|2 with
probability at least 1&$. Furthermore, when MMEAN is
successful (i.e., with probability at least 1&$) it runs in
time polynomial in |+| &1, b&a, and log $&1, specifically
O((b&a)2 log($+)&1+2).
Proof. The idea behind MMEAN is the following. By
Hoeffding, drawing m8(b&a)2 ln(2$)(+2) random
examples of X is sufficient to produce +$ such that
|+$&+|+4 with probability at least 1&$ (for readability,
we will not use absolute value bars on + when it is clear from
context that we are referring to its magnitude). Of course,
we do not know + and therefore we cannot directly compute
the required sample size m. However, if we compute m using
a value +g<+ then we will still get, with high probability, an
estimate +$ within +4 of the true mean. On the other hand,
if we happen to use a value +g for + that is much larger than
+say +g=4+and attempt the same estimation using +g
to select the number of samples, then with high probability
we will produce an estimate +$ that is much smaller than
3+g4. Such an event is evidence that our ‘‘guess’’ +g is much
larger than +; therefore, we can refine our guess and try
again. In this way we can start with a very poor guess +g for
+ and yet quickly converge on an adequate guess, which will
lead to a good estimate +$ for +.
Specifically, we begin by taking +g= 12 and computing
+$=AMEAN(X, b&a, +g4, $2). If |+$|3+g4 then ++g2
and therefore |+$&+|+2 with probability at least 1&$2.
However, if |+$|<3+g 4 then we halve both +g and $ and
again estimate +$. By the reasoning above, this procedure
will, with probability at least 1&$, terminate after at most
Wlog(+&1)X steps and will produce +$ such that |+$&+|
+2. K
3. TWO TOOLS
Our DNF learning algorithm is largely the combination
of two powerful tools: an algorithm for finding the large
Fourier coefficients of a function [29, 37] and a method for
‘‘boosting’’ weak hypotheses into stronger ones [44, 21, 22].
These algorithms form the basis for our algorithm, and it
will also be necessary to tailor them somewhat to our needs,
so we discuss each of them in some detail.
3.1. Hypothesis Boosting
Schapire [44] first discover the surprising fact that every
representation class than can be weakly learned (in a
distribution-independent model) can be strongly learned.
Subsequently, several improved boosting algorithms have
been developed [2124]. In addition to certain efficiency
advantages, the subsequent boosters tend to be much sim-
pler than Schapire’s original algorithm. As we will see, this
simplicity will be exploited in a novel way by our harmonic
sieve algorithm.
All of the currently known boosting algorithms are
similar in certain respects. In each case, we assume that the
boosting algorithm is given a weak learner; in fact, we typi-
cally assume that the weak learner is distribution-inde-
pendent and produces ( 12&#)-approximators for the target
representation class, where # is known by the boosting algo-
rithm. All of the boosters run the given weak learner multi-
ple times and combine the resulting weak hypotheses in
some manner to produce a strong hypothesis. Boosting
occurs as a result of running the weak learner on different
(simulated) example oracles EX( f, Di) each time, thus
producing weak hypotheses that perform well on different
regions of the instance space.
The boosters differ in how they define the particular
simulated distributions Di against which the weak learner is
run and in how they combine the weak hypotheses
generated into the final strong hypothesis. The DNF learn-
ing algorithm presented in this paper is based on one of
Freund’s boosting algorithms [21]; we will call this algo-
rithm F1. An important feature of F1 for our purposes is
that all of the distributions Di simulated by F1 when boost-
ing with respect to uniform are polynomial-time com-
putable functions, i.e., the weight assigned to x by Di can be
efficiently computed for all x. This means that in addition to
supplying the weak learner with example oracle EX( f, Di)
at each boosting step, we can also give the learner an oracle
for the distribution Di . This ability to provide the weak lear-
ner with a such a distribution oracle is crucial, as our weak
algorithm, unlike other learning algorithms that we are
familiar with, requires such an oracle.
Another noteworthy aspect of Freund’s F1 algorithm is
that the final hypothesis is formed in a simple way: apply the
majority function MAJ to the weak hypotheses produced
during the boosting process. As the weak hypotheses
generated by the harmonic sieve are relatively simple (they
are parity functions), our final hypothesis is also quite sim-
ple. This may have implications for potential practical
applications of the harmonic sieve and related algorithms,
as discussed briefly in the concluding section.
We now discuss the F1 boosting algorithm in detail. As
input, F1 is given positive =, $, and #, a weak learner WL that
produces ( 12&#)-approximate hypotheses for functions in a
function class F, and an example oracle EX( f, D) for some
f # F. The weak learner WL is assumed to take an example
oracle and confidence parameter $$ as inputs and produce a
( 12&#)-approximate hypothesis with probability at least
1&$$.
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Given these inputs, the F1 algorithm steps sequentially
through k stages (an appropriate value for k is given below).
At each stage i, 0ik&1, F1 performs one run of
WL, which produces (with high probability) a ( 12&#)-
approximate hypothesis wi . During the first stage, F1 runs
WL on the given example oracle EX( f, D). During each of
the succeeding stages i>0, F1 runs WL on a simulated
example oracle EX( f, Di), where distribution Di focuses
weight on those instances x such that slightly fewer than half
of the i weak hypotheses generated during previous stages
are correct on x and slightly more than half are incorrect.
Recalling that the final hypothesis of F1 is a majority vote
over the weak hypotheses it produces, this choice of dis-
tribution makes some sense: the distribution focuses the
weak learner on those instances that would be misclassified
if a majority vote of the current weak hypotheses was taken,
but which are also close to receiving a correct vote. It is
clearly a good idea to focus the weak learner at the next
stage on such instances.
On the other hand, this choice of distribution may appear
to have certain problems. Specifically, such a Di puts very
little weight on instances that are very wrong (i.e., instances
x such that almost all of the previous hypotheses label x
incorrectly), and thus these instances will very likely not be
correctly labeled by the final hypothesis. While this is true,
the distributions Di begin (for small i) rather ‘‘flat’’ with
respect to variation from the target distribution D and
become more focused gradually as i increases. Thus it is not
until i is fairly large that the booster begins to effectively
ignore the very wrong instances, and Freund has shown
that for the specific Di ’s defined below there are in fact very
few of these ignored instances at any stage of boosting. Thus
the fact that these instances will likely be wrong in the final
hypothesis is not a concern.
Before defining the distributions Di precisely and explain-
ing how the algorithm simulates EX( f, Di), we need some
notation. Let
:~ ir={B \\
k
2&r ; k&i&1,
1
2
+#+ , if i&k2<r
k
2
,
0, otherwise,
where B( j ; n, p)=( nj ) p
j (1& p)n& j is the binomial formula.
Also, let :ir=:~
i
r maxr[:~
i
r]. Finally, let ri (x) represent the
number of weak hypotheses wj among those hypo-
theses produced before stage i that are ‘‘right’’ on x; i.e.,
ri (x)=|[0 j<i | wj (x)= f (x)]|.
Now we are ready to describe the simulation of
EX( f, Di). During stage i>0, when the weak learner
requests an example from the simulated example oracle
EX( f, Di), F1 queries the example oracle EX( f, D) and
receives an example (x, f (x)). With probability :iri(x) , F1
accepts this example. If F1 does not accept then it queries
for another example, repeating this process until it does
accept. Finally, F1 passes the accepted example to WL. Thus
the distribution Di simulated by F1 at stage i is
Di (x)=
D(x) :iri (x)
y D( y) :
i
ri( y)
. (1)
Stage i is completed when WL outputs its hypothesis wi .
After all k stages have completed, F1 outputs as its
hypothesis the majority function applied to the k weak
hypotheses wi .
It can be shown that if the number of stages k is chosen
to be at least 12#
&2 ln(=&1) and the weak learner successfully
produces a ( 12 &#)-approximator at each stage, then F1 will
produce an =-approximator as its final hypothesis. However,
there is a potential computational difficulty with this
approach to boosting. Notice that in general it may require
many samples of the example oracle EX( f, D) to simulate
the example oracle EX( f, Di). In fact, it can be seen that the
denominator of (1) is the probability that F1 accepts an
example while simulating the oracle EX( f, Di). Thus if at
some stage i this denominator, y D( y) :iri ( y) , becomes
quite small then to simulate the example oracle EX( f, Di)
could require a very long (perhaps superpolynomial) time.
To account for this possibility, the algorithm estimates
y D( y) :iri ( y) at each stage i. If the estimate is below a
threshold then F1 terminates, outputting as its hypothesis h
a majority vote over the weak hypotheses discovered before
stage i. Intuitively, this is a reasonable stopping condition
for the algorithm for the following reasons. As explained
earlier, at every stage i very few instances are ‘‘very’’ wrong,
i.e., are incorrectly classified by well over half of the weak
hypotheses. Also, if the probability of acceptance while
simulating EX( f, Di) is very small then there must be few
instances in the region focused on by Di , that is, few instan-
ces on which slightly more than half of the weak hypotheses
vote incorrectly. Putting these facts together means that few
instances are incorrectly classified by h as defined above.
An implementation of F1 that incorporates these ideas
and takes into account several smaller issues is given in
Fig. 1. The following lemma concerning the functionality
and running time of F1 is due to Freund [21]; the pre-
viously unpublished proof of one part of Freund’s argument
is presented in [32].
Lemma 6 (Freund). Algorithm F1, given positive =, $
and #, a ( 12&#)-approximate PAC learner for representation
class F, and example oracle EX( f, D) for some f # F and
any distribution D, runs in time polynomial in n, s, #&1, =&1,
and log($&1) and produces, with probability at least 1&$, an
=-approximation for f with respect to D.
The specific implementation of F1 given in Fig. 1 runs in
time O (#&2(#&2+=&6+T(WL))), where the soft-O notation
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FIG. 1. The F1 hypothesis boosting algorithm. AMEAN is described in Corollary 4. X is a random variable used to estimate ED[:iri (x)]. EX( f, Di) is
a simulated example oracle.
O is the same as the big-O notation but suppresses
logarithmic factors, and T(WL) denotes the maximum time
required by any call to WL. By changing the bound on # in
line 1 of the algorithm, it is possible to move the contribu-
tion of = to the algorithm’s time bound arbitrarily close to
=&4 [32], but we have chosen simplicity over efficiency here
for expositional purposes.
F1 can also be used to boost a weak membership-query
learner into a strong membership-query learner. The only
change to F1 is that it accepts the membership oracle
MEM( f ) as an argument and includes this oracle as an
argument in the calls to WL. The harmonic sieve will be
based on the membership-query version of F1.
3.2. Finding Weak-Approximating Parity Functions
To produce the weak hypotheses that will be boosted, we
utilize a slightly modified version of an algorithm dis-
covered by Goldreich and Levin as part of their proof that
parity functions are hard-core predicates for one-way func-
tions [29]. As noted in the Introduction, this member-
ship-query algorithm finds a parity function which weakly
approximates the target with respect to the uniform dis-
tribution over inputs, assuming such a weak approximator
exists. We therefore call this the weak parity, or WP, algo-
rithm (it has also been called the KM algorithm [10]).
Kushilevitz and Mansour showed that the WP algorithm
could be used to learn parity decision trees with respect to
the uniform distribution [37], and it has since been the
basis of other learning algorithms as well [43, 10].
Actually, the WP algorithm is somewhat more general
than we have described thus far. The basic WP algorithm
finds, with probability at least 1&$, close approximations
to all of the large magnitude Fourier coefficients of a
Boolean function f on [0, 1]n. Since on this domain a
Fourier coefficient f (A) represents the correlation between
a parity /A and the target function f, WP can be used to find
all parities that correlate well with f. By ‘‘large’’ coefficients
we mean coefficients of magnitude exceeding some
threshold %; the algorithm runs in time polynomial in n,
log($&1), and %&1. WP makes membership queries for f, but
otherwise f is treated as a black box.
WP is a recursive algorithm that is given as input a mem-
bership oracle MEM( f ), threshold %, confidence $, and the
specification of a collection of Fourier coefficients. A collec-
tion of coefficients is specified by two parameters, an integer
k # [0, n] and a set A[1, ..., k]; these parameters define
the collection CA, k consisting of all the coefficients f (A _ B)
such that B[k+1, ..., n]. Initially, WP is run on the collec-
tion of all Fourier coefficients of f, C<, 0 .
Each time WP is called, it begins by defining a partition
of the input collection CA, k into the two equal-sized
collections CA, k+1 and CA _ [k+1], k+1. For notational con-
venience we let Ci denote either of the collections in the
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partition. After partitioning the input collection, WP next
tests to see whether or not a large coefficient can possibly be
a member of one or both of the collections. It (conceptually)
does this by computing the sum of squares of the Fourier
coefficients in each collection; we denote the sum for collec-
tion Ci by L22(Ci). If L
2
2(Ci)<%
2 for either Ci , then certainly
none of the coefficients in that Ci exceeds the threshold %,
and the coefficients in that Ci can be ignored in subsequent
processing. On the other hand, if L22(Ci)%
2 and |Ci |>1
then WP recurses on Ci . The above-threshold singleton
collections remaining at the end of this process are the
desired large coefficients. Because the sum of squares of the
Fourier coefficients of a Boolean function is 1 (by Parseval),
the algorithm will recurse on at most %&2 subcollections at
any level of the recursion. Thus this algorithm runs in time
polynomial in the depth n of the recursion, in %&1, and in
the maximum time required to compute L22(Ci) for any Ci .
Of course, the time required to compute L22(Ci) could be
exponentially large. The WP algorithm gets around this dif-
ficulty by estimating L22(Ci) for each Ci in an ingenious way:
for every function f : [0, 1]n  R, every k # [0, n], and every
A[1, ..., k],
L22(CA, k)=Ex, y, z[ f ( yx) f (zx) /A( yz)], (2)
where the expectation is uniform over x # [0, 1]n&k,
y # [0, 1]k, and z # [0, 1]k, and yx represents the con-
catenation of y and x.
Here we briefly present a derivation of Eq. (2) intended to
give some intuition for this relationship; a formal proof of a
more general equality is also given in Section 6. First, we
define
fA(x)=:
B
f (A _ B) /B(x),
where x # [0, 1]n&k and A[1, ..., k] as above and B
[k+1, ..., n]. Now by Parseval, Ex[ f 2A(x)]=B f
2
A(B),
and by our definition of fA this is exactly L22(CA, k). There-
fore, to complete the derivation, we only need an
appropriate expression for fA(x). A key observation is that
if we let fx represent the function f restricted so that the last
n&k inputs to f are fixed to the values given by x, then for
all A[1, ..., k],
:
B
f (A _ B) /B(x)= f x(A),
which follows easily from the definition of the Fourier trans-
form. Finally, if we expand f x(A) by applying the definition
of a Fourier coefficient, we get that
fA(x)=Ey[ f ( yx) /A( y)],
where the expectation is uniform over y # [0, 1]k. In short,
the fact that there is a strong relationship between the
Fourier coefficients of any restriction of a function f and
some subset of the Fourier coefficients of f itself allows us to
estimate the sum of squares of certain subsets of the coef-
ficients of f by estimating the coefficients of certain restric-
tions of f.
Thus, by Eq. (2), L22(CA, k) can be estimated by using
membership queries to sample f appropriately. In par-
ticular, by Hoeffding’s inequality, WP can efficiently estimate
a value +$ such that
Pr _ |+$&L22(CA, k)|%
2
4 &
$%2
2n
.
Therefore, with the same probability, if L22(CA, k)%
2 then
+$3%24, and if L22(CA, k)<%
22 then +$<3%24. With high
probability, then, if we recurse only on collections that have
+$3%24 then we will recurse on all the collections that
have L22(CA, k)%
2 and we will not recurse on any collec-
tion such that L22(CA, k)<%
22. By Parseval, this implies
that we will recurse on at most 2%2 collections for each of
the n values of k.
By the earlier argument this will give us an algorithm that
with probability at least 1&$ returns a set S2[1, ..., n] such
that
1. For all A, if | f (A)|% then A # S; and
2. For all A # S, | f (A)|%- 2.
We say that such a set has the large Fourier coefficient
property for the function f and threshold %. The running
time of the algorithm is bounded asymptotically by the time
required to adequately estimate L22(CA, k) at most 2n%
2
times, giving a bound of O(n log(n$%2)%6).
Our learning algorithms will also need to find the large
coefficients of certain functions that are not Boolean valued.
This leads us to extend WP slightly.
Lemma 7. There is an algorithm WP$ such that, for any
function g : [0, 1]n  R, threshold %>0, and confidence
$>0, WP$(n, MEM(g), %, L(g), $) returns, with probabil-
ity at least 1&$, a set with the large Fourier coefficient
property. WP$ uses membership queries and runs in time
polynomial in n, %&1, log($&1), and L(g), specifically
O(nL6(g) log(nL
2
(g)$%
2)%6).
Proof. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. For each
collection CA, k , by Hoeffding’s inequality O(L4(g)
log(nL2(g)$%
2)%4) samples of the random variable X are
sufficient for AMEAN to estimate +$ such that
Pr _ |+$&L22(CA, k)|%
2
4 &
$%2
2nL2(g)
.
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FIG. 2. The WP$ parity-finding algorithm. AMEAN is described in Corollary 4. X is a random variable used to estimate Ex, y, z[ g( yx) g(zx) /A( yz)]=
L22(CA, k).
The fact that A g^2(A)=E[ g2]L2(g) means that the
number of recursive calls at each of the n levels of the recur-
sion is, with probability at least 1&$, bounded above by
2L2(g)%
2. The rest of the argument is analogous to that
for WP. K
4. LEARNING DNF WITH RESPECT TO UNIFORM
In this section we prove our main result: DNF is learn-
able with respect to the uniform distribution using mem-
bership queries. We begin by extending a result of Blum et
al., who showed that for every DNF expression f there is a
parity function that weakly approximates f with respect to
the uniform distribution [10]. Below we show that for every
DNF f and for every distribution D there is a parity function
that weakly approximates f with respect to D. Next we show
how to exploit this fact to produce an algorithm for weakly
learning DNF with respect to certain nonuniform distribu-
tions. It is then shown that this weak learner can be boosted
into a strong learner for DNF with respect to the uniform
distribution. We close the section with a brief comparison
between the DNF algorithm and earlier Fourier-based
algorithms.
We now prove that for every DNF expression f and every
probability distribution D over the instance space of f there
is a parity that weakly approximates f with respect to D.
Before presenting the proof we give some of the intuition
behind this result.
First, note that if ED[ f (x)] deviates noticeably (i.e.,
inverse polynomially in the size of f ) from 0 then the
constant parity /< or its negation is a weak approximator
to f with respect to D (recall that we are assuming Boolean
functions map to [&1, +1]). The harder case in proving
our claim, then, is showing that the claim holds when D is
such that f is unbiased, or very nearly so. In this case, we can
conceptually split the instance space into two disjoint sets:
those instances that satisfy f (call this set Sat) and those that
do not (Unsat). Then the correlation of any function T(x)
with f is given by
PrD[x # Sat] } PrD[T(x)= f (x) | x # Sat]
+PrD[x # Unsat] } PrD[T(x)= f (x) | x # Unsat]
r 12[PrD[T(x)= f (x) | x # Sat]
+PrD[T(x)= f (x) | x # Unsat]].
Now let s be the number of terms in the DNF expression f
and let T(x) be the [&1, +1]-valued function equivalent
to the term in f that is best correlated with f with respect
to D (and recall that we take &1 to represent false
(unsatisfied) and +1 to represent true (satisfied),
although the opposite convention is often used in Fourier
work). Since T represents a term of f, PrD[T(x)= f (x) |
x # Unsat]=1. Furthermore, since there are only s terms
and T is the best correlated term, PrD[T(x)= f (x) |
x # Sat]1s. Thus T agrees with f with probability notice-
ably greater than 12 , or equivalently, ED[ f } T] is noticeably
large.
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Next, note that T is a Boolean function and therefore can
be expressed as a linear combination of parity functions by
applying the Fourier transform. In fact, since T corresponds
to a term (which we will also call T) and a term is simply a
conjunction, the function T has a very simple Fourier
representation. Specifically, call /A a parity in term T
(denoted /A # T ) if A is a (possibly empty) subset of the
variables in term T, and let |T | represent the number of
variables in term T. Then it can be shown that the Fourier
representation of the [&1, +1]-valued function corre-
sponding to the term T is
T(x)=&1+2 } \ 12|T | :/A # T \/A(x)+ ,
where the sense of a parity (negated or not) in the sum
depends on the senses of the variables in the term. This
implies that
|Ex #R D[ f (x) } T(x)]|
|ED[ f (x)]|+2E/A # T[|ED[ f (x) /A(x)]|],
where E/A # T[ } ] represents the expected value over uniform
random choice of /A # T.
But since we showed above that the function T(x) is
noticeably well-correlated with an essentially unbiased func-
tion fin other words, that ED[ f } T] is noticeably large
while ED[ f ] is very smallthe above relation implies that
the ‘‘average’’ of the parity functions in T is noticeably well-
correlated with f. Therefore, at least one of these parity func-
tions must be well-correlated with f, which gives us our
claim.
Our original proof formalized these ideas. Subsequently,
Bshouty [17] refined our approach and developed the
proof that we present here, which gives somewhat better
constants.
Fact 8. For every DNF expression f with s terms and for
every distribution D on the instance space of f there exist a
term T in f and a /A # T such that |ED[ f/A]|1(2s+1).
Proof. Let p=Prx #R D [x satisfies f ]. There is at least
one term T in f such that PrD [x satisfies T]ps. Let T(x)
be the Boolean function represented by T; i.e., T(x)=1
when x satisfies T and T(x)=&1 otherwise. Also, let
T $(x)=(T(x)+1)2; that is, T $(x) is the [0, 1]-valued
version of T(x). Furthermore, assume without loss of
generality that none of the literals in T are negated and let
V represent the set of indices i of the variables xi appearing
in T. Then for all x, the definition of the parity function /A
gives us immediately that
T $(x)= ‘
v # V
1&/[v](x)
2
.
It also follows from the definition that if A and B are disjoint
subsets of [1, ..., n] then /A(x) } /B(x)=/A _ B(x). Thus it is
readily seen that the product aboveand therefore
T $(x)is equivalent to EAV[(&1)|A| /A(x)], where the
expectation is uniform over the subsets AV.
Now consider the quantity Ex # R D[ f (x) } T $(x)]. Sub-
stituting the expected value above for T $ and rearranging
gives
ED[ fT $]=EAV[(&1) |A| ED[ f/A]]
EAV[|ED[ f/A]|].
Also, since T is a term of f, for any x, f (x)=&1 implies
T $(x)=0, and T $(x)=1 implies f (x)=1. Thus,
ED[ fT $]=ED[T $]=PrD[T=1]ps.
Combining these two relationship for ED[ fT $], we see that
there is some /A # T such that |ED[ f/A]|ps. Also,
since f is [&1, +1]-valued, it is easy to show that
p=(ED[ f ]+1)2. Thus if ED[ f ] &1(2s+1) then there
is some /A # T such that |ED[ f/A]|1(2s+1). On the
other hand, if ED[ f ] &1(2s+1) then |ED[ f/<]|
1(2s+1), since /< #1. Because for all T, /< # T, this com-
pletes the proof. K
4.1. Nonuniform Weak DNF Learning
Fact 8 says that for every DNF f and every distribution D
there exists a parity weakly approximating f with respect to
D. This suggests that we may be able to strongly learn DNF
by boosting a weak DNF learner that produces parity func-
tions as the weak hypotheses. The question, of course, is
whether or not there is an efficient algorithm for finding
appropriate parity functions.
We already know the answer to this question when the
problem is restricted to finding a weakly approximating
parity with respect to uniform: the WP algorithm can
efficiently solve this problem. Thus the WP algorithm is a
natural basis for the more general weak learner we desire. In
fact, it is known that certain uniform-distribution lear-
nability results based on WP can be generalized to learn with
respect to product distributions [9] (product distributions
are defined in Section 7). However, it is not clear that an
algorithm for weakly learning with respect to this distribu-
tion class can be boosted into a strong learner; certainly a
richer class of distributions is required if we plan to use an
existing boosting algorithm such as F1.
Thus we seek an efficient mechanism for finding weakly
approximating parity functions with respect to a fairly
broad class of distributions. However, there is relatively
strong circumstantial evidence that DNF may not be
weakly learnable with respect to arbitrary distributions
[10]. What we are seeking, then, is an algorithm that is
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apparently the first of its kind, an algorithm that learns
efficiently with respect to a rather general distribution class
(in particular, one with no independence assumptions), but
also an algorithm that does not necessarily efficiently learn
over arbitrary distributions. This presents quite a puzzle!
The solution to this puzzle begins with the following sim-
ple but critical observations. What we would like is an algo-
rithm that generalizes WP, which we recall is given a
threshold % and uses membership queries on the target f to
find the index A of a Fourier coefficient f (A) such that
| f (A)|%- 2. Because a Fourier coefficient f (A) is by
definition E[ f } /A], finding the index A of a large Fourier
coefficient f (A) leads us to a parity /A that weakly
approximates f with respect to the uniform distribution. We
would like a more general algorithm that, given both % and
(in a form to be determined) a distribution D, finds a /A
such that, say, |ED[ f } /A]|%2. While the expected value
in this relation cannot be viewed as a Fourier coefficient of
f as was the case when D was uniform, notice that
ED[ f } /A]=:
x
f (x) /A(x) D(x)
=
1
2n
:
x
2nf (x) D(x) /A(x).
Thus if we take g(x)=2nf (x) D(x) then we have that for all
A, ED[ f } /A]= g^(A). That is, finding a large Fourier coef-
ficient g^(A) of g will lead us to a parity /A that weakly
approximates f with respect to D.
Therefore, we have reduced the problem of efficiently
finding a well-correlated parity with respect to arbitrary dis-
tributions D to efficiently finding a large Fourier coefficient
of a function g which is essentially the product of the target
f and the distribution D. If we had a membership oracle for
g and if g was Boolean then we could apply WP directly to
the problem of finding a large coefficient of g. In fact, if we
are given an oracle for distribution D (a function that, given
input x, returns the weight assigned to x by D) along with
a membership oracle for f then it is a simple matter to
simulate an oracle for g=2nfD. Also, as shown in Sec-
tion 3.2, a modified version of WP can find the large Fourier
coefficients of non-Boolean g in time polynomial in L(g)
as well as in the normal parameters of WP. For g of the form
we are interested in, this means that the algorithm runs in
time polynomial in L(2nD). These observations form the
basis of an algorithm WDNF for efficiently learning DNF (in
a weak sense) with respect to a broad class of distributions:
Lemma 9. Let D represent both a probability distribution
over [0, 1]n and the corresponding distribution oracle.
There is an algorithm WDNF such that for any function
f : [0, 1]n  [&1, +1], for any probability distribution
D on the instance space of f, and for any positive $,
WDNF(EX( f, D), MEM( f ), D, $) finds, with probability at
least 1&$, a Boolean function h such that ED[ fh]=0(s&1),
where s is the DNF-size of f. The probability of success is
taken over the random choices made by the WDNF algorithm
and by the oracle EX( f, D). The algorithm, when it succeeds,
runs in time polynomial in n, s, log($&1), and L(2nD).
Specifically, let K=max[s, L(2nD)]. Then the algorithm
runs in time O (nK 12). The weak hypothesis h is a parity func-
tion ( possibly negated ).
Proof. Let g(x)=2nf (x) D(x). Then by Fact 8 and the
above argument there is some /A such that |ED[ f/A]|=
| g^(A)|1(2s+1). Thus by Lemma 7, WP$(n, MEM(g),
%=1(2s+1), L(g)=L(2nD), $) will, with probability
at least 1&$, find a /A such that |ED[ f/A]|=0(s&1).
Furthermore, the WP$ algorithm when given these para-
meters runs in time polynomial in n, s, log($&1), and
L(2nD).
Note, however, that WDNF is not given the values of s or
of L(2nD). We circumvent this difficulty as illustrated in
Fig. 3. Specifically, note that if WP$ is called using values s$
and L$(2nD) that are larger than their respective true
values, WP$ will still succeed (with high probability) at find-
ing an appropriate set of large Fourier coefficients of g.
However, the algorithm may run longer than it would have
run had the smaller values been used. Therefore, we use a
simple guess-and-double technique that quickly converges
on parameter values that are larger than necessary and
yet small enough to maintain the desired performance
guarantees. To assure that the overall algorithm succeeds
with the desired confidence, we require successively smaller
probabilities of failure $$ of WP$ as each new set of parameter
guesses is used.
There is still another difficulty: because we are guessing
the value of L(2nD), we do not have any guarantee that a
nonempty set S returned by WP$ has the large Fourier coef-
ficient property (WP$ may be using a number of examples
insufficient to accurately estimate the required Fourier coef-
ficients). However, we can use calls to the example oracle
EX( f, D) to estimate ED[ f/B] for each B # S. By Hoeffding
(Lemma 2), if we use m=W8 ln(8L2$$%2)%2X examples
then, with probability at least 1&$$%24L2, our estimate +$
is within %4 of ED[ f/B]. Therefore, if |+$|3%4 then
|ED[ f/B]|%2. Furthermore, since the parity /A returned
as the hypothesis of WDNF corresponds to an A # S which
gives a maximal estimate +$, and since there is some parity
which has true correlation with f of at least 1(2s+1), the
returned hypothesis h has correlation ED[ fh]1(4s+2).
Also note that if a sufficiently large value of L is used in
a call to WP$ then by the proof of Lemma 7, |S|2L2%2
with high probability. Therefore, if the algorithm detects
that the size of a set S returned by WP$ exceeds this bound,
it takes this as evidence that the guessed parameter L was
too small and does no further processing on S. Thus by
allowing WP$ to fail with probability at most $$2 and each
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FIG. 3. The weak DNF learning algorithm WDNF. The notation ‘‘MEM(g)(x)’’ represents the value returned by the (simulated) membership oracle
for g on input x.
of the at most 2L2%2 estimates of Fourier coefficients g^(B)
to fail with probability at most $$%24L2, we have that the
overall failure of each pass through the main loop is at
most $$. Furthermore, our choices for $$ assure that the
overall failure probability of WDNF is at most $.
Finally, note that the algorithm terminates (with the
required probability) after O(log(s)+log(L(2nD))) steps,
where the time required for each step is dominated by the
call to WP$, which requires time (ignoring log factors)
O (nL6%6). The above bound on the number of steps and
the relationship between % and s gives the claimed time
bound. K
Note that the uniform distribution assigns weight 2&n to
all inputs. Thus an immediate corollary of the above lemma
is that DNF is weakly learnable (given example, mem-
bership, and distribution oracles) with respect to any dis-
tribution D such that for all x # [0, 1]n, the weight that D
assigns to x is at most p(n, s, =&1, $&1)2n for some fixed
polynomial p. In other words, WDNF weakly learns DNF
with respect to any distribution D that puts only polyno-
mially more weight on its input than does the uniform dis-
tribution. We will refer to such distributions as polynomially
near uniform.
Thus we now have, as desired, a weak DNF algorithm
that efficiency learns with respect to a rather broad class of
distributions (given certain oracles, including the non-
standard distribution oracle). The learning algorithm also
has the expected property that it does not guarantee efficient
learning with respect to arbitrary distributions. This is a
promising start; what remains is to show how WDNF can be
integrated with Freund’s F1 hypothesis boosting algorithm
to produce a strong learning algorithm for DNF.
4.2. Strongly Learning DNF
If the weak learner WDNF is to be efficient, two properties
are required of the target distribution D: the distribution
must be polynomially near uniform and an oracle for the
distribution must be provided to the learner. Now consider
the target distributions Di generated at each stage of
Freund’s F1 boosting algorithm when the booster’s goal is
to produce an =-approximating hypothesis with respect to
the uniform distribution. As we will see below, these target
distributions Di are polynomially near uniform. In fact, this
is true of all boost-by-filtering algorithms. However, a
second property of F1’s distributions Di is not true of the
distributions of some other boosting algorithms: each of
F1’s distributions is definedmodulo a scale factorby a
polynomial-time computable function. The scale factor can
also be estimated efficiently. Therefore, an approximate dis-
tribution oracle can be provided to the weak learner for
each target distribution Di generated during boosting.
Furthermore, we show that the weak learner does not
require an exact distribution oracle; this approximate oracle
suffices.
Putting this all together gives an algorithm for strongly
learning DNF with respect to the uniform distribution. We
call our algorithm the harmonic sieve (HS) because con-
ceptually it repeatedly finds a dominant harmonic (parity
function that correlates well with the target) and then
damps out its influence (shifts the distribution) so that
another harmonic may become dominant.
Theorem 10. DNF is learnable with respect to the
uniform distribution using membership queries.
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Proof. We will actually prove a somewhat more general
result: the harmonic sieve algorithm, given an oracle for any
probability distribution D along with the usual parameters,
learns DNF with respect to D in time polynomial in n, the
DNF-size s of the target f, =&1, log($&1), and L(2nD). As
indicated above, the algorithm is essentially an application
of F1 to boosting the weak learner WDNF developed in the
preceding section. Figure 4 describes the algorithm. For
simplicity, this version of the algorithm assumes that the
DNF-size s of the target f is provided; this assumption is
easily removed by modifying the algorithm to use a guess-
and-double technique similar to that used in WDNF. Note
also that in most respects the main procedure of the har-
monic sieve is identical to F1. The major difference is that
HS simulates an approximate distribution oracle D$i at every
stage of boosting and provides this simulated oracle to the
weak learner.
To see that this algorithm satisfies the requirement of the
theorem, first note that if WDNF succeeds at producing
a (12&1(8s+4))-approximate weak hypothesis with
respect to Di at each stage i then Lemma 6 shows that the
hypothesis produced by HS will be an =-approximator to the
target f with respect to the target distribution D. Further-
more, by Lemma 9, WDNF will produce such a hypothesis
(with high probability), given an oracle for Di . This presents
the following difficulty: to simulate an exact oracle for Di
(line 16 of Fig. 4) requires computing exactly the exponen-
tially large sum y D( y) :iri ( y) .
To circumvent this difficulty, HS provides WDNF with the
approximate oracle D$i mentioned above (line 17). Note
from line 11 that HS, like F1, uses random sampling of the
example oracle EX( f, D) to estimate an approximation E:
to the sum y D( y) :iri ( y) . This estimate is, with high prob-
ability, within an additive factor 33 of the true value.
Because the test at line 12 assures (with high probability)
that every D$i is computed using a value of E: that exceeds
233, 23 y D( y) :
i
ri( y)
E:2 y D( y) :iri ( y) . This implies
that there is a constant ci # [ 12 ,
3
2] such that for all x,
D$i (x)=ci Di (x).
Now consider the functional impact of supplying this
approximate oracle rather than the true oracle to WDNF (we
consider the impact on running time below). WDNF uses its
given distribution oracle (call it DW) for exactly one pur-
pose: to simulate a membership oracle for the function
g=2nfDW . Thus the only impact of multiplying DW by a
constant c is to multiply the function g by the same con-
stant. Furthermore, the Fourier transform is a linear
operator, and thus c } g@ (A)=c } g^(A) for all A. In summary,
multiplying WDNF’s distribution oracle by a constant has the
effect of multiplying all of the Fourier coefficients of the
induced function g by the same constant. Because the
relative sizes of the coefficients are unchanged, multiplying
g by a constant will not adversely affect the ability of WP$ to
find the large Fourier coefficients of g.
Thus, changing the distribution oracle by a constant fac-
tor has no expected impact on the functionality of WDNF.
Therefore, by the earlier argument, HS will return an
=-approximator to the target f.
The only remaining concern is with the running time of
the algorithm. First, recalling that HS is very similar to the
polynomial-time algorithm F1, note that HS also runs in
time polynomial in the appropriate parameters if two condi-
tions are met: both the number of boosting stages k of HS
and the running time of WDNF must be bounded by polyno-
mials. Clearly the number of boosting stages is polynomially
bounded. Thus all that remains is to bound the running time
of WDNF.
By Lemma 9, if WDNF was invoked with a distribution
oracle for Di then the running time of WDNF would be
appropriate bounded, since L(Di)3L(D)3 and 3 is
polynomial in =. Also notice that if the distribution oracle is
multiplied by a constant factor between 1 and 1.5 then WDNF
may be forced to execute the body of its repeat-until loop
one more time than otherwise in order to ‘‘guess’’ a value of
L large enough for the successful operation of WP$. The only
other impact on the running time of WDNF comes from
changes to the running time of the call to WP$. There are two
potential effects on the running time of WP$ resulting from
multiplication of DW by c. First, because this multiplication
may reduce the magnitude of the Fourier coefficients of g,
it may be necessary to use a smaller threshold value % in
the call to WP$ in order to find a large Fourier coefficient.
Second, because the running time of WP$ depends on
L(2nDW), this multiplication may directly increase the
time bound. However, in both cases the running time is
increased by at most a small constant if the multiplicative
factor c is near 1, as we guaranteed earlier. Thus the running
time of WDNF, and therefore of HS, is bounded by a polyno-
mial in the desired parameters. K
Taking K=O(s+L(2nD)=3), it can be seen that HS
runs in time O (s2(nK 12+=&6)) for learning DNF with
respect to arbitrary distribution D, where the factor of nK12
is associated with WDNF and the = factor with AMEAN. For
the special case of learning with respect to uniform, we can
modify the algorithm slightly and obtain a better bound.
Specifically, in this case the WDNF algorithm can fix
L=(3 } 57)=3 rather than ‘‘guessing’’ the value of L. This
modified WDNF runs in time O (ns6=18), giving an overall
bound for learning DNF with respect to uniform of
O (ns8=18). In fact, the dependence of L on = can be reduced
to nearly =&2 (cf. Section 3.1), giving a bound of
O (ns8=12+c) for arbitrarily small constant c.
4.3. Implementation Considerations
While the harmonic sieve is a polynomial-time algorithm,
there is clearly much room for improvement of its time
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FIG. 4. The HS algorithm for efficiently learning DNF. AMEAN is described in Corollary 4. X is a random variable used to estimate ED[:iri (x)].
EX( f, Di) is a simulated example oracle. D$i is a simulated distribution oracle.
bound. So far, we have concentrated on presenting a con-
ceptually simple and readily extensible algorithm rather
than on attempting to optimize its computational com-
plexity. In this section we make several brief observations
that might be helpful in implementing a version of the
algorithm.
First, there are alternatives to the boosting algorithm we
described. In particular, Freund has also developed a
similar and more efficient (in the distribution-independent
setting) boosting algorithm [22, 23] that can also be used
to learn DNF. We have chosen to detail F1 for two reasons.
First, the later algorithm (call it F2) is slightly more
involved in that it may choose not to call the weak learner
at all at some stages of the boosting process; therefore,
clarity of exposition favors F1. Second, F2 produces dis-
tributions Di which may deviate from uniform more than
the distributions produced by F1. In turn, this deviation
from uniform plays a role in the time bound on the har-
monic sieve, as shown above. Therefore, the F2 algorithm
does not offer a clear performance advantage over F1 in
the context of the harmonic sieve. However, if efficient
implementation of the harmonic sieve for a particular
application is an issue, both boosting algorithms should be
considered. On the other hand, Schapire’s original boosting
algorithm [44] is probably not an appropriate basis for HS,
as it is not clear how to efficiently simulate oracles for the
distributions defined by this algorithm.
Recently, Freund and Schapire have developed yet
another boosting algorithm, AdaBoost [24]. AdaBoost
is designed specifically for ‘‘boosting-by-sampling’’ as
opposed to the ‘‘boosting-by-filtering’’ technique employed
by F1. A boosting-by-filtering algorithm defines each prob-
ability distribution Di by filtering examples received from
the oracle EX( f, D). In contrast, in boosting-by-sampling a
set S of examples is drawn by the boosting algorithm from
EX( f, D) once at the beginning of learning. Given an
appropriate weak learner, the boosting algorithm then
efficiently finds a hypothesis h that well-approximates the
target f with respect to the distribution D$ defined to be
uniform over the set S and having zero weight on all instan-
ces not represented in S. For sufficiently large S, this
hypothesis will with high probability also well-approximate
f with respect to the true target distribution D.
In practice, the notion of finding a hypothesis consistent
with a given data set plays an important role in many learn-
ing algorithms. Thus, from an applied point of view it could
be useful to base the harmonic sieve on a boosting-by-sam-
pling algorithm. In fact, any boosting-by-filtering algorithm
can be converted to a boosting-by-sampling algorithm (the
basic idea is to simulate an example oracle EX( f, D$)).
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However, AdaBoost, which is designed with boosting-by-
sampling in mind, has potential practical advantages over
earlier boosting algorithms. Primarily, AdaBoost is
adaptive (this is what the ‘‘Ada’’ in AdaBoost stands for).
Specifically, the distributions Di created by AdaBoost
depend on (adapt to) how well the weak hypotheses
produced before stage i approximate the function f. Further-
more, AdaBoost uses a measure of how well each weak
hypothesis approximates the target to assign weight to that
weak hypothesis in the final strong hypothesis. As a result,
we expect AdaBoost to require fewer boosting stages in
general than would be required by any of the earlier boost-
ing algorithms.
Unfortunately, we currently do not know how to obtain
positive DNF learning-theoretic results using a boosting-
by-sampling algorithm. The key problem is that the dis-
tributions Di defined by AdaBoost are typically extremely
nonuniform, and as noted before, the running time of HS
depends directly on the nonuniformity of the target distribu-
tion. In particular, it appears to be very difficult in general
to find a well-correlated parity with respect to very non-
uniform distributions. However, in some applications it
may be that n is so small that, instead of using an approxi-
mation algorithm like WP$ to find the best-correlated parity,
we could use exhaustive search. In fact, use of a multi-
dimensional version of the discrete fast Fourier transform
(see, e.g., [1]) to compute all of the Fourier coefficients of
a function makes this option practical for larger n than
would be possible by a brute force enumeration of the coef-
ficients. If AdaBoost is then used to boost the weak
hypotheses found in this way, the size of the resulting strong
hypothesis will depend polynomially on the size of the
smallest DNF consistent with the data and only logarithmi-
cally on the size of the sample. Therefore, by a standard
argument [12], given a sufficiently large (but polynomial-
size) sample of the target DNF, the algorithm will with high
probability produce a good approximator to the target with
respect to the target distribution.
Another change that can be made is to the weak learner.
Levin [39] has developed a clever randomized algorithm
that given a membership oracle for any Boolean function f
finds a Fourier coefficient of f of magnitude at least % (if such
a coefficient exists) in time O (n2%4) (the ‘‘soft-O’’ notation
is the same as ‘‘big-O’’ notation except log factors are sup-
pressed). Depending on the values of n and %, this may be an
improvement over WP, which runs in time O (n%6). Like WP,
this algorithm can be extended to find parity functions that
correlate well with a target function f with respect to near-
uniform distributions D; both algorithms have running
times similarly dependent on the deviation of D from
uniform. Furthermore, Levin was primarily interested in
optimizing the query complexity of the algorithm, not its
running time; it seems likely that the running time of the
algorithm can be further improved.
4.4. Comparison with Previous Fourier-Based Algorithms
We close this section by briefly comparing the harmonic
sieve with previous Fourier-based learning algorithms (e.g.,
[37, 40, 43]). All of these algorithms are similar in that they
produce the same final hypotheses: thresholds of weighted
parity functions (our hypotheses are weighted in that a par-
ticular parity /A may be chosen as the weak hypothesis at
several different stages). However, in at least one aspect HS
differs significantly from previous work. Typically, given
appropriate oracles for a target function f and an accuracy
=, the goal of a Fourier-based learning algorithm has been
to find a function h such that L2( f &h)=. An argument of
Linial et al. then gives that sign(h) is an =-approximator for
f with respect to uniform [40].
More specifically, the standard approach has been to find
a set S containing the largest Fourier coefficients of the
target f and to let
h= :
A # S
f (A) /A .
However, Mansour [43] demonstrated that for DNF the
set S must be superpolynomially large (in =) in order to have
L2( f &h)=, even for reasonably simple DNF expres-
sions f. This provided some evidence that DNF might not be
learnable by Fourier techniques that rely solely on finding
parities that correlate well with the target function with
respect to the uniform distribution on inputs.
The harmonic sieve escapes this potential difficulty by
introducing a new approach to Fourier-based learning: find
large Fourier coefficients of functions other than the target
(the functions gi=2nfDi discussed earlier). Alternatively, as
pointed out above, this approach can be viewed as finding
parity functions that correlate well with the target with
respect to a variety of distributions. Although the distribu-
tions considered by HS are polynomially near uniform in the
sense defined earlier, even relatively small deviations from
uniform can significantly affect how well a given parity
approximates the target. The fact that HS finds parities that
correlate well with the target over a range of distributions
means that the algorithm can potentially find ‘‘important’’
parity functions that might be missed by earlier Fourier-
based learning algorithms. Furthermore, even if all of the
parity functions included in the final HS hypothesis have
large Fourier coefficients, the weights of the parities in the
HS hypothesis are not necessarily close estimates of Fourier
coefficients, as was the case with previous algorithms.
However, it is possible that, say, the GoldreichLevin
algorithm run with an appropriate (inverse-polynomial)
threshold could learn the same classes learnable by HS. That
is, it may be that our DNF learnability result has more to
do with the analytical approach taken than the HS algo-
rithm itself. Whether or not this is the case is an interesting
question for further research.
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5. LEARNING OTHER REPRESENTATION CLASSES
In this section we attempt to generalize our DNF learning
result to other representation classes with Boolean inputs;
our results are both positive and negative. Our primary
positive result is that the representation class TOP of
thresholds of parity functions is learnable by the harmonic
sieve. We then discuss several classes that are restricted ver-
sions of TOP and that therefore are also learnable with
respect to uniform. Finally, we consider two other represen-
tation classesdepth-2 threshold circuits and depth-3
Boolean circuitsthat cannot be learned efficiently by the
harmonic sieve.
5.1. Learning TOP
TOP, like DNF, is a universal class. Thus the learnability
result we would like to show is that arbitrary Boolean func-
tions are learnable in time polynomial in their TOP-size
(recall that the TOP-size of a function is the number of
parity functions in the smallest unweighted TOP represent-
ing the target function, or equivalently the minimal sum of
the weights in any integer-weighted TOP circuit represent-
ing the function). To prove this, we first prove that all
TOP’s have a certain property: for every distribution D,
every TOP f is weakly approximated with respect to D by
some parity function. The analogous property for DNF
(Fact 8) was the only property of DNF used in the proof
that DNF is learnable. Thus, given this property for TOP
we can immediately apply the proof of Theorem 10 to show
that TOP is learnable with respect to the uniform distribu-
tion by HS. Moreover, TOP is properly learnable, since HS
produces a TOP as its hypothesis.
The TOP property we seek is actually a corollary of a
theorem of Goldmann, Hastad, and Razborov [28]. We
give a relatively simple alternate proof similar to one of
Blum et al. [10] for a more specific TOP property.
Fact 11. For every f the majority of s parity functions
(not necessarily distinct) and for every distribution D on the
instance space of f, one of the parity functions /A defining f
satisfies |ED[ f/A]|1(2s+1).
Proof. We will think of each parity function in f as a
function /A that outputs a value in [&1, +1] based on the
input to f. Thus, for all inputs x, except those on which the
parity ‘‘voters’’ are evenly split, f (x) is simply the sign of the
sum of the values of the parity functions on x. Furthermore,
the voters can be evenly split only if s is even. But in this case
it is straightforward to create a new circuit with 2s+1
parity gates computing the same function (each of the initial
parity gates is replicated and the constant parity /< is
added).
Thus for any f representable as a majority of s parity func-
tions there is some F=A F (A) /A such that f =sign(F )
(where sign(0) is undefined), L1(F )2s+1, and all the
coefficients F (A) of F are integers. Specifically, this F is
simply the sum of the parity functions defining f (or defining
the equivalent circuit with an odd number of parity func-
tions constructed above if s is even). Note that |F(x)|1 for
all x since F has integer coefficients and is always nonzero,
and since f =sign(F ), we have
1ED[|F | ]=ED[ fF]=ED _ f :A F (A) /A&
=:
A
F (A) ED[ f/A]
max
A
[ |ED[ f/A]|] :
A
|F (A)|. K
Theorem 12. TOP is properly learnable with respect to
uniform using membership queries.
5.2. Some Specialized TOP Classes
TOP is a fairly expressive class of representations. For
example, a corollary of a result of Krause and Pudla k is that
for every Boolean function f, the TOP-size of f is at most
polynomially larger than the DNF-size of f [36]. Actually,
we get as a corollary of our learning result an alternate
proof of this relationship (this method of obtaining com-
plexity results from boosting results has been noted before
[23]). Our bound on the size of the resulting TOP is the
same as that obtained by Krause and Pudla k.
Corollary 13. Every DNF f with s terms can be com-
puted as the majority of O(ns2) parity functions.
Proof. Given a DNF function f, imagine running HS
with a simulated membership oracle for f, with ==2&(n+1),
with $<1, and with D the uniform distribution. While HS
may not run efficiently in n, note that by the proof of
Theorem 10 the algorithm will with nonzero probability
produce a hypothesis h with the properties:
1. h is the majority of k=O(ns2) parities.
2. Pr[h{ f ]<2&n.
For the second property to hold, it must be that h#f.
Since the algorithm succeedswith positive probabilityat
finding an h with these properties, such an h must exist. K
Before going further, we need some notation. In par-
ticular, we have previously used the notion of a subclass of
a representation class; now we generalize this notion some-
what. We will view a representation class F as a restriction
(or a specialization) of a class H if there exists a fixed poly-
nomial p such that for every n and every Boolean f over
[0, 1]n, H-size of f is at most p(n, s), where s is the F-size
of f. Given such an F and H, learnability of H implies non-
proper learnability of F. In other words, the restricted class,
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while it may be capable of representing arbitrary Boolean
functions, is from a learning perspective an easier class. We
will also say that H generalizes F if F is a restriction of H.
If H generalizes F but not vice versa, then H strictly
generalizes F.
Thus what we have shown above is that DNF is a restricted
class of TOP. In fact, the restriction is strict, as n-bit
parity has only an exponentially large DNF representation.
In addition to DNF, TOP strictly generalizes another
universal class, this class having the property that the size of
a function f is measured not in terms of how f is expressed
but, instead, in terms of a Fourier property of the function
f itself. In particular, define the L1-size of a Boolean func-
tion f to be L1( f ), that is, the sum of the magnitudes of the
Fourier coefficients of f, and let CL1 be the class of arbitrary
Boolean functions with this size measure. Bruck and
Smolensky [16] have shown that TOP strictly generalizes
CL1 . In fact, CL1 is the class that Kushilevitz and Mansour
showed to be efficiently learnable with respect to the
uniform distribution using membership queries; the fact
that the class of parity decision trees is similarly learnable is
a corollary of the fact that this class specializes CL1 [37].
Because CL1 in turn specializes TOP, HS can efficiently
learnwith respect to the uniform distribution and using
membership queriesevery class previously shown learn-
able by Kushilevitz and Mansour.
As another example of a restricted TOP class (and
therefore a class learnable with respect to uniform by the
harmonic sieve), consider the class of functions which
can be represented as a majority vote of arbitrary Boolean
functions each of fan-in O(log n). We define the size
of a representation in this class to be the number of
(unweighted) functions voting. To see that this class spe-
cializes TOP, consider the Fourier transform of a Boolean
function g defined over a subset S of the input bits. It follows
from the definition of the Fourier transform that the value
of every Fourier coefficient g^(A) of such a g can be expressed
exactly by a rational number with denominator 2|S|, and
that a specific coefficient g^(A) is nonzero only if AS (cf.
the example of Section 2.3). This latter fact in turn implies
that g has at most 2 |S| nonzero Fourier coefficients. So, for
example, if g is a function over three input bits and /A is a
parity function over any four input bits then g^(A) will be
zero.
Putting the above facts together, it can be seen that the
integer-valued function 2|S|g is expressible exactly as the
(unweighted) sum of O(22|S| ) parity function /A , at most
O(2 |S|) of which are distinct. So given a threshold of s
Boolean functions gi each on O(log n) inputs, we can create
for each gi a polynomial-size (in n) sum of parity functions
computing 2cgi , where c is the maximum fan-in of any gi .
Taking a threshold over these sums gives a threshold over
polynomially many (in n and s) parity functions that com-
putes the original function.
As a finial example of a class that specializes TOP, con-
sider the class parity-DNF of representations that are
depth-3 circuits with an OR at the top level, AND’s in the
middle, and parity functions at the bottom. Parity-DNF
also specializes TOP. The high level idea behind this observ-
ation is the following. The Fourier representation of a con-
junction of parities is very similar to a conjunction of
literals; it is roughly an ‘‘average’’ of a collection of parity
functions plus a constant. Thus we can prove, much as we
did for DNF, that for every parity-DNF f and every dis-
tribution D there is a parity that weakly approximates f with
respect to D. Therefore, the proof that DNF is learnable as
TOP can readily be generalized to show that parity-DNF is
also learnable as TOP. Then the proof of Corollary 13
shows that parity-DNF is a restriction of TOP.
5.3. Two Classes Not Generalized by TOP
The harmonic sieve algorithm does not readily extend to
learning two representation classes that are seemingly small
generalizations of DNF and TOP. In particular, Bruck
[15] has shown that there is a polynomial-size (in n)
depth-2 threshold circuit f1 such that L( f 1)=2&n+2, and an
argument of Bruck and Smolensky [16] can be used to con-
struct a polynomial-size depth-3 [ 7 , 6 , c]-circuit f2
such that L( f 2)=n&log n. Let s be the size of a target func-
tion f according to the size measure of either of these two
representation classes. Then the Fourier characterizations
above say that for each of these classes there are functions
f such that all of the Fourier coefficients of f are super-
polynomially (in s) small, or equivalently, that no parity is
correlated inverse-polynomially in s with f with respect to
the uniform distribution. Thus the WP$ procedure invoked
by HS to find the largest Fourier coefficient of a target func-
tion will need an inverse superpolynomially small threshold
value %. The running time of WP$, in turn, is bounded
inverse-polynomially in % and, therefore, is not polyno-
mially bounded for these classes. Furthermore, because the
maximum magnitude of any Fourier coefficient f (A) of a
function f upper bounds the inverse of the TOP-size of f
(Fact 11), these classes are not restrictions of TOP.
As an example of how these hardness results are obtained,
we give the depth-3 circuit construction here. First, it can be
shown that the Fourier representation of the Boolean func-
tion 7(x)=x1 7 x2 is
7(x)=&12(1+/[1](x)+/[2](x)&/[1, 2](x)).
Now consider a circuit that consists of a parity gate that
takes a set [Ci] of subcircuits as input. We can obtain an
arithmetic representation of the function computed by this
circuit by taking the product of the Fourier transforms of
the subcircuits Ci . Also, note that the product /A } /B=
/AqB , where q denotes symmetric difference. Therefore,
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the parity of log n 2-bit 7 functions, where the 7’s are
applied to pairwise-disjoint sets of variables, has a Fourier
transform in which every nonzero coefficient has magnitude
n&1. On the other hand, this is a function on 2 log n bits,
and therefore it can be represented either as a CNF with at
most n2 clauses or as a DNF with at most n2 terms.
Let gi represent the parity of log n 2-bit 7 functions over
pairwise-disjoint variables, and let Si represent the set of
variables in gi . Also, let g represent the function formed by
taking the parity of a set of log n functions gi where each gi
is defined over a set of variables Si that is disjoint from all
the other sets. Then, by reasoning similar to the above, the
nonzero Fourier coefficients of the resulting function will all
have magnitude n&log n. Furthermore, the function can be
written as a polynomial-size DNF over inputs that are
polynomial-size CNF’s, which is a polynomial-size depth-3
circuit.
In the next section we consider learnability of a represen-
tation class that generalizes DNF in a different way, moving
from functions over [0, 1]n to functions over more general
hypercubes. We show that HS can be extended to learn this
more general class.
6. LEARNING UNIONS OF AXIS-PARALLEL
RECTANGLES
In this section we describe a generalization of the HS
algorithm that learns certain classes of functions on non-
Boolean domains. First, note that the positive instances of
an s-term DNF f are covered exactly by the union of s
subcubes of the Boolean hypercube [0, 1]n. Based on this
view of DNF, we can define a natural generalization of
DNF over the domain [b]n (we use [b] to represent
[0, ..., b&1]). For l and u in [b]n such that l iui for all i
in [1, ..., n], the rectangle [l, u] on [b]n is the set of instan-
ces >ni=1 [li , l i+1, ..., ui]. A UBOX representation r is a
union of rectangles and the size of a UBOX represen-
tation r is the number of rectangles in r. The function
f : [b]n  [&1, +1] represented by such an r is the func-
tion whose positive instances are covered exactly by r. The
UBOX-size of a function f : [b]n  [&1, +1] is the size of
the smallest UBOX representation of f. It should be noted
that the definition given here deviates from standard nota-
tion for geometric concepts (see, e.g., [20]). Typically, the
dimension n of the instance space is denoted by d, the num-
ber of attribute values b is denoted by n, and the number of
rectangles s is denoted by m. We have chosen to use this
nonstandard notation for consistency with the DNF por-
tion of this paper.
We will show that if b is a constant then UBOX is
learnable with respect to the uniform distribution using
membership queries in time polynomial in the usual par-
ameters. This complements results in stronger models of
learning showing polynomial-time learnability for UBOX
when either the dimension n or the number of boxes s is held
constant [13, 42, 26, 20].
We begin by showing how to extend the harmonic sieve
algorithm to learn a subclass of UBOX that generalizes the
class k-DNF of DNF expressions where each term has at
most k literals. A k-rectangle [l, u] on [b]n is a rectangle
such that |[i | li {0 or ui {b&1]|k. k-UBOX is the
restriction of UBOX to unions of k-rectangles. After show-
ing that k-UBOX is learnable with respect to the uniform
distribution for restricted values of k, we show that the same
algorithm can learn unrestricted UBOX in time exponential
in b log log b and thus in polynomial time for constant b.
Before developing these algorithms, we show how to
generalize the WP algorithm for learning over the domain
[b]n.
6.1. Generalizing WP
The UBOX algorithm we develop will, like HS, build on
an extension of WP. In particular, the Fourier analysis that
underlies the WP algorithm can be generalized to produce an
algorithm that finds the large Fourier coefficients of a
Boolean function on [b]n. The Fourier basis functions are
now of the form
/a(x)=|i ai xib ,
where a # [b]n and |b=e2? - &1b. These functions form a
basis for the space of all complex-valued functions on [b]n,
and every function f : [b]n  C can be uniquely expressed
as a linear combination of the / functions, f =a f (a) /*a ,
where /* represents the complex conjugate of / and
f (a)=E[ f/a]. Also, for such functions f Parseval’s identity
holds, although now it is expressed in terms of magnitudes:
Ex[| f (x)| 2]=:
a
| f (a)| 2.
Finally, the basis functions are orthonormal in the sense
that
Ex[/a(x) } /b*(x)]={1, if a=b,0, otherwise.
To find the large Fourier coefficients of a function
f : [b]n  [&1, +1], we first define the collection Ca, k ,
where k is an integer in [0, n] and a is a vector in [b]k, by
generalizing the earlier definition of CA, k (Section 3.2):
Ca, k=[ f (ad) | d # [b]n&k],
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where ad denotes the concatenation of the strings a and d.
Then the Fourier analysis underlying the WP algorithm can
be generalized to show that for every f, k, and a as above
L22(Ca, k)=Ex, y, z[Re( f *( yx) f (zx) /a( y&z))], (3)
where L22(Ca, k) represents the sum of squares of the
magnitudes of the elements of Ca, k ; the expectation is
uniform over x # [b]n&k, y # [b]k, and z # [b]k; and y&z
represents the difference between y and z in Zkb .
To derive this equation, fix k, let a be any vector in [b]k,
and let x be any vector in [b]n&k. Then we define fa(x) in
terms of a subset of the Fourier coefficients of f,
fa(x)=:
d
f (ad ) /*d (x),
where the sum is over all vectors d # [b]n&k. Then by
Parseval’s, Ex[ | fa(x)| 2]=L22(Ca, k). Next note that
Ey # [b]k[ f ( yx) /*a( y)]
=Ey _ :c # [b]k, d # [b]n&k f (cd) /*cd ( yx) /a*( y)&
= :
c, d
f (cd ) /d*(x) Ey[/c( y) /a*( y)]
=:
d
f (ad ) /d*(x)
= fa(x).
Eq. (3) follows by some algebraic manipulations and sim-
plification.
The generalized algorithm, then, is exactly the same as
WP, except it uses the relationship above to estimate
L22(Ca, k) for b collections (one for each possible value of ak)
during each recursive call. This generalized WP runs in time
polynomial in b as well as in the original parameters, specifi-
cally O (nb%6). WP$ can be similarly generalized.
6.2. Learning k-UBOX
The main result of this section is that k-UBOX is
learnable for certain values of k. To obtain this result, we
first generalize Fact 8 to the k-UBOX class. Then we will
show how to convert the basis functions found by the gener-
alized WP$ outlined above into Boolean weak hypotheses.
6.2.1. A fact about k-UBOX. Now we show that for
every k-UBOX function f (with k appropriately limited)
and for every distribution D there is some Fourier basis
function /a that correlates well with f with respect to D.
Fact 14. Let f : [b]n  [&1, +1] be any union of
s k-rectangles, and let D be any probability distribution
on [b]n. Then there is some /a such that |ED[ f/a]|=
0(s&1 log&kb).
Proof. We consider two cases. The simple case is when
|ED[ f ]|12s. In this case, the constant function /a or its
negation satisfies the lemma.
Otherwise, let p=PrD[ f =+1]. Note that for this
case of the proof we have |ED[ f ]|12s, and thus
p12+14s. Also, there is some rectangle R such that
PrD[x # R]ps. Let R(x) be the Boolean function
represented by R; i.e., R(x)=1 when x is in rectangle R and
R(x)=&1 otherwise. Then, since f =&1 implies R=&1,
PrD[R= f ](1& p)+ ps. It follows that ED[ fR]12s.
Also, by an argument similar to one in the proof of Fact 11,
ED[ fR]maxa[ |ED[ f/a]|] } a |R (a)|. Thus the proof is
complete once we show that L1(R )=O(logk b).
To see that L1(R ) is thus bounded, first observe that the
function (R(x)+1)2 can be written as the product of at
most k functions Ri (x), where each Ri (x) is a 1-rectangle
with range [0, 1]. Moreover, it can be shown that
L1(R )2 >i L1(R i) [37]. Thus L1(R )=O((max L1(R i))k),
where the maximum is over all possible 1-rectangles Ri
producing outputs in [0, 1]. In fact, this maximum is the
same as the maximum over all 1-rectangles R1i : [b] 
[0, 1], since the value of a 1-rectangle is determined by a
single variable. In the Appendix we show that
max L1(R 1i )=O(log b). K
6.2.2. Turning /a into a weak approximator. Given the
above fact and the generalization of WP$ outlined earlier, we
can also generalize the other components of the HS algo-
rithm to learn k-UBOX efficiently for certain k. A key dif-
ference between the original and generalized HS algorithms
is in the form of the weak hypothesis produced at each stage
of the generalized algorithm. Unlike the original HS, which
produced a /A that could be used directly as the weak
hypothesis, the generalized HS finds a complex-valued func-
tion /a at each stage of the boosting process. The proof of
the following lemma describes an algorithm for converting
such a /a into a weak approximator for Boolean f.
Lemma 15. There is an algorithm TABLE such that for
any function f : [b]n  [&1, +1], for any probability dis-
tribution D over [b]n, for any a # [b]n, and for any positive
$, TABLE (EX( f, D), a, $) returns, with probability at least
1&$, a Boolean hypothesis ha such that PrD[ha { f ]=
12&0( |ED[ f/a]| ). The algorithm runs in time polynomial
in n, b, |ED[ f/a]|&1, and log($&1).
Thus the weak learner of k-UBOX consists of running the
generalized WP$ followed by running TABLE, where the
inputs to TABLE are the index a of the function /a found by
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WP$ and the simulated oracle EX( f, Di) defined by stage i
of F1.
Proof of Lemma 15. TABLE, as the name implies,
produces a hypothesis ha that consists of a table of Boolean
entries. In particular, for each j # [b], the table contains a
single entry ha( j) that defines ha(x) for all x such that
/a(x)=| jb . Thus
Prx # R D[ha(x){ f (x)]
= :
b&1
j=0
Prx #R D[ha(x){ f (x) | /a(x)=|
j
b]
} Prx # R D[/a(x)=|
j
b].
Let D j be defined by
D j (x)={
0, if /a(x){| jb ,
D(x)
PrD[/a=| jb]
, otherwise.
Then
Prx # R D[ha(x){ f (x)]
= :
b&1
j=0
Prx #R D j[ha( j){ f (x)] } Prx #R D[/a(x)=|
j
b]
= :
b&1
j=0 \
1
2
&
Ex #R D j[ha( j) } f (x)]
2 +
} Prx # R D[/a(x)=|
j
b]
=
1
2
&
1
2
:
b&1
j=0
ha( j) } Ex #R D j[ f (x)] } Prx #R D[/a(x)=|
j
b].
Now note that
ED[ f/a]= :
b&1
j=0
ED j[ f ] } | jb } Prx #R D[/a(x)=|
j
b],
and therefore,
|ED[ f/a]|:
j
|ED j[ f ]| } Prx # D[/a(x)=| jb].
Define h$a( j)=sign(ED j[ f ]). Then
PrD[h$a { f ] 12&
1
2 |ED[ f/a]|
and h$a is a weak approximator to f for all a such that
|ED[ f/a]| is inverse-polynomially large. Furthermore, for
h"a defined by
ha"( j)={
&h$a( j), if |ED j[ f ]|
|ED[ f/a]|
8
or
Prx # R D[/a(x)=|
j
b]
|ED[ f/a]|
8b
,
h$a( j), otherwise,
it follows that
PrD[h"a { f ] 12&
1
4 |ED[ f/a]|.
This analysis leads to the following algorithm for produc-
ing a Boolean approximator ha from function /a : Let
%=|ED[ f/a]|. Estimate +$j=|ED j[ f ]| for all j such that
|ED j[ f ]|%8 and such that PrD[/a=| jb]%8b (call
these the large j). Define ha( j)=sign(+$j) for all large j
and define the value of ha( j) arbitrarily for the remaining j.
Then if the estimates for +$j are all within %8 of the true
values, ha is at least a (12&%4)-approximator to f.
We now briefly outline a method of efficiently finding
appropriate +$j for all the large j. First, we will estimate %
using calls to EX( f, D). Note that by Corollary 5, we can
estimate % to within a small multiplicative factor with prob-
ability at least 1&$ in time polynomial in %&1 and log $&1.
Given such a bound on %, we can by Hoeffding (Lemma 2)
compute the number m1 of examples from a simulated
oracle EX( f, D j) necessary to accurately and with high
probability estimate +$j for j such that |ED j[ f ]|%8. We
can also compute a necessary number m2 of examples from
EX( f, D) such that with high probability, for every j such
that PrD[/a=| jb]%8b, at least m1 of the examples
(x, f (x)) will satisfy /a(x)=| jb . It can be shown that a
value of m2 polynomial in b, %&1, and log $&1 is sufficient
to produce sufficiently accurate estimates of +$j for all
large j. K
6.2.3. Main result. Putting this all together, we obtain
the following.
Theorem 16. For p any fixed polynomial and k=
O(log p(n, s)log log b), k-UBOX is learnable with respect to
the uniform distribution using membership queries. The algo-
rithm runs in time polynomial in b, n, s, =&1, and log($&1).
6.3. Learning UBOX
In fact, unrestricted UBOX is learnable in time poly-
nomial in all parameters except b, and thus is efficiently
learnable for b constant.
Corollary 17. UBOX is learnable with respect to the
uniform distribution using membership queries in time polyno-
mial in (s=)O(b log log b), n, and log($&1). Here s represents the
UBOX-size of the target function.
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Proof sketch. First note that for any t1, if k
logbb&1(t) and R is a k-rectangle, then Pr[x # R]t&1,
where the probability here is uniform over [b]n. Now let
t=12sc1=3, where c1 is the constant 157 appearing in HS.
Then for any k-rectangle R such that klogbb&1(t),
Pr[x # R]c1=312s. Also, for such an R and for any dis-
tribution D simulated by HS in the process of boosting with
respect to uniform (call this an F1-uniform distribution),
PrD[x # R]14s. Now the rectangle R considered in
the proof of Fact 14 was such that PrD[x # R]ps,
where p12&14s (since |ED[ f ]|12s). Thus, if we
apply Fact 14 to F1-uniform distributions only then the
rectangle R in the proof of Fact 14 must be a k rec-
tangle with klogbb&1(t). This means that for any
function f : [b]n  [&1, +1] and for any F1-uniform
distribution D there is some /a such that |ED[ f/a]|=
0(s&1 log&log bb&1 t b)=0(s&1t&O(b log log b)). Thus, apply-
ing the F1 booster to the TABLE algorithm of Lemma 15
produces a learning algorithm for UBOX having the
claimed time bound. K
7. LEARNING WITH RESPECT TO NONUNIFORM
DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we describe several methods for learning
DNF with respect to distributions other than uniform.
7.1. Learning with Respect to ‘‘Nearly’’ Uniform
Distributions
First, note that we have already laid the groundwork for
a certain amount of generalization. Recall that the proof of
Theorem 10 actually shows that DNF is learnable with
respect to any distribution D such that an oracle for D is
available and L(2nD) is bounded by a polynomial in n.
Actually, we do not even require an oracle for such a D,
because if we learn an (=L(2nD))-approximator h with
respect to uniform then h is also an =-approximator with
respect to D.
Furthermore, we can relax the need for a polynomial
bound on L(2nD). Recall that WP$ runs in time polynomial
in, among other parameters, L(g), where g is the (poten-
tially non-Boolean) function for which a large Fourier coef-
ficient is desired. The bound on the magnitude of g is used
in WP$ in two ways:
1. The number of samples needed to with high probabil-
ity accurately estimate
Ex, y, z[ g( yx) g(zx) /A( yz)] (4)
can be bounded, using Hoeffding’s inequality, by a function
that is polynomial in L(g) along with other parameters.
2. The number of recursive calls made by WP$ is bounded
by a polynomial in, among other parameters, E[ g2]. This
quantity in turn is bounded by L2(g).
A number of samples sufficient to accurately estimate the
expectation in (4) can be computed using Chebyschev
rather than Hoeffding. To apply Chebyschev, we need to
bound the variance _2p of the function
p(x, y, z)= g( yx) g(zx) /A( yz).
We can bound _2p in terms of the variance _
2
p of g, since
_2p =E[ p
2]&E2[ p]E[ p2]
=Ex[E2y[ g
2( yx)]]Ex, y[ g4( yx)],
where the final inequality follows from the fact that for any
real-valued function f, E2[ f ]E[ f 2]. So E[ g4] upper
bounds _2p . Furthermore, E[ g
4]+1 also upper bounds
E[ g2]. This means that in both items above a bound on
E[ g4] can be substituted for the bound on L(g).
However, to achieve a confidence of 1&$ that the estimated
value of (4) is sufficiently close to the true value requires a
number of examples polynomial in $&1 rather than the
log $&1 required when Hoeffding was applied.
Recalling that HS runs WP$ on g’s of the form 2nfD where
f # [&1, +1], this means that a modified version of the
algorithm can efficiently learn DNF with respect to any dis-
tribution D for which it is given an oracle and such that
E[(2nD)4] is polynomially-bounded in n. Finally, by run-
ning the algorithm multiple times with a confidence of 12 , the
running time can again be made polynomial in log $&1.
7.2. Learning with Respect to Product Distributions
We can also learn DNF with respect to certain product
distributions. A product distribution on [0, 1]n is defined by
a set [+i # R | 1in]. Each +i represents the probability
that input bit i is a 1; this probability is independent of the
values of all the other bits. Product distributions are a
natural generalization of the uniform distribution, which is
the product distribution having +i= 12 for all i. They are also
distinct from the distribution classes considered above. For
example, E[(2nD14)4]>2n for the product distribution
D14 in which +i= 14 for all i.
Because of the independence between variables inherent
in product distributions, standard Fourier analysis readily
generalizes to these distributions [25]. The primary dif-
ference is that the functions /A are replaced by a generalized
Fourier basis consisting of functions ,A , and Fourier coef-
ficients are now defined with respect to this new basis.
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Specifically, let D be a product distribution with +i as above.
Then for all A[1, ..., n] we define
,A(x)= ‘
i # A
+i&xi
- +i (1&+i)
.
This , basis is orthonormal with respect to the inner
product ( f, g) =ED[ fg]. Therefore, if for f : [0, 1]n  R
we define f (A)=ED[ f,A] then
f =:
A
f (A) ,A .
It is straightforward to verify that when D is the uniform
distribution, ,A=/A and f (A)= f (A) for all A.
Building on this generalized Fourier transform, Bellare
has described a modified WP algorithm that finds all the
large generalized Fourier coefficients of a function with
respect to certain product distributions [9]. We can use
these ideas to extend HS and show the following.
Definition 18. The c-bounded product distribution
family PDc is the set of all product distributions D such that
for every +i defining D, c+i1&c.
Theorem 19. For any constant c # (0, 12], DNF is lear-
nable with respect to PDc using membership queries.
Proof sketch. Let f be the target DNF function and D
the target product distribution. We will learn f with respect
to D by running HS with a modified weak learner. Specifi-
cally, we will show that for every Di defined by F1 in the
process of learning with respect to D we can efficiently and
with high probability find a set A such that |EDi[ f,A]| is
inverse polynomially large. It then will follow by a table
technique similar to the one outlined in the proof of
Lemma 15 that ,A can be converted to a good Boolean
weak approximator for f with respect to Di .
The first step is to show that such a ,A exists. By the proof
of Fact 8 we know that for any s-term DNF f either
PrD[ f =1] 13 , in which case the constant function ,< is a
good weak approximator to f, or there exists a term T of f
with the following properties:
v PrD[T is satisfied]13s, and
v At least one subset A of the variables in T is such that
|ED[ f/A]|1(2s+1).
Furthermore, since D is a c-bounded product distribu-
tion, T contains at most ln(3s)c variables. Thus there is
some parity /A over O(log(s)) of the inputs which is a good
weak approximator to f with respect to D. Also, for the dis-
tributions Di generates by F1 in the process of learning
against D, Di (x)=O(D(x)=2) for all x. So for each of these
distributions Di there is some parity over O(log(s=)) inputs
which is a good weak approximator with respect to Di .
Now by reasoning similar to the proof of Fact 11, for A
such that |EDi[ f/A]|1(2s+1),
1
2s+1
max
B
|EDi[ f,B]| } :
B
|/~ A(B)|.
Because /A is a Boolean function and Parseval’s identity
holds for any orthonormal basis, we have that B /~ 2A(B)
=1. Furthermore, it can be shown that /~ A(B)=0 unless
BA. By our earlier bound on the size of A and the rela-
tionship between L1 and L2 norms, this gives
max
B
|EDi[ f,B]|(=s)
O(1).
To find such a ,B we use a modified WP algorithm. Define
CA, k=[ f (A _ E) | E[k+1, ..., n]]. Then it can be shown
that
L22(CA, k)=Ex, y, z[ f ( yx) f (zx) ,A( y) ,A(z)].
For constant-bounded product distribution D and |A|=
O(log(s=)), |,A( y)|=(s=)O(1) for all y. Since we know
(modulo our usual guess of s) that there is some A that
obeys this bound and such that ,A is well-correlated with f,
we modify the WP algorithm so that it ‘‘cuts off ’’ any branch
of the recursion that would consider an A exceeding this
bound. Thus at every recursive call to the modified WP we
can efficiently estimate the above expectation for Boolean f,
and therefore we can efficiently find a ,A that correlates well
with f with respect to D.
Furthermore, if we define g(x)= f (x) Di (x)D(x) then
EDi [ f,B]=ED[ g,B]. For Di as defined by F1 when
learning with respect to D we have | g(x)|=O(=&2) for all x.
Therefore, for each of these Di ’s we can efficiently find a ,B
that correlates well with f with respect to Di . K
This result holds whether or not the learner is given an
oracle for the target distribution D, since a very good
approximation to a product distribution D can be obtained
efficiently by using random sampling to estimate the +i ’s
defining D.
8. LEARNING DESPITE PERSISTENT CLASSIFICATION
NOISE
So far, we have assumed that the membership oracle
MEM( f ) available to our learning algorithms is completely
accurate. In this section we consider learning from mem-
bership oracles that randomly misclassify instances. Our
main result is that the parity-finding technique of Goldreich
and Levin is very tolerant of persistent noise in the clas-
sifications. Classification noise is persistent if once the
membership oracle classifies an instance (either correctly or
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incorrectly), it consistently gives the same classification in
response to all future queries about this instance. We get
two interesting corollaries from this result. First, the class of
polynomial-size DNF is weakly learnable (with very high
probability) with respect to uniform despite substantial
noise (a noise rate near 12) in the membership oracle.
Second, we generalize work of Kushilevitz and Mansour
[37], showing that a minor modification of their algorithm
for learning PL1 (defined below) learns PL1 from a persist-
ently noisy membership oracle.
Earlier versions of this work [31, 32] contained an
erroneous proof that our result could be extended to a
strong noise-tolerant algorithm for DNF. However, that
proof overlooked the fact that the boosting distributions Di
generated by F1 are not only dependent on the target func-
tion and weak hypotheses produced, but are also noise-
dependent. Eli Shamir [45] apparently first discovered
this error, and at the time of this writing in joint work with
Clara Shwartzman seems near producing a modified
noise-tolerant algorithm for learning DNF with respect to
uniform.
As indicated above, we focus on learning from a mem-
bership oracle that exhibits persistent classification noise
[27]. In particular, for any Boolean f and noise rate ’ we
define the noisy oracle MEM’CN( f ) as follows. If the oracle
has been queried about the instance x previously, it answers
with the same value returned before. Otherwise, with prob-
ability 1&’ the oracle returns f (x), and with probability ’
it returns & f (x). Given such a noisy membership oracle,
the learning algorithm’s goal is to find a hypothesis h that is
an =-approximation to the true target f, not to the noisy
function simulated by the oracle. Note that for ’= 12 , on any
input x, MEM’CN( f ) produces positive and negative out-
puts with equal probability, independent of f; thus it is infor-
mation theoretically impossible to learn f in this case.
Therefore, we will assume in the sequel that ’< 12. In fact,
following standard practice, we will say that a function class
F is learnable despite persistent classification noise if F is
learnable from an oracle MEM’CN in time depending poly-
nomially on 1( 12&’)=O(1(1&2’)), as well as polyno-
mially in the usual parameters.
It should be noted that learning in the presence of persist-
ent noise, while similar to the well-studied model of PAC
learning from an example oracle that exhibits classification
noise without persistence, also has some marked differences.
In the standard classification noise model the example
oracle chooses an example at random according to the
target distribution as in the noiseless PAC model. However,
before returning the example, the oracle flips a biased coin
and with probability ’ reverses the label of the example.
Thus, if the oracle chooses the same instance x more than
once (which it would do, for example, with high probability
if the target distribution put a great deal of weight on x)
then the learner might well see both the examples (x, f (x))
and (x, &f (x)). This will never happen in the persistent
noise model.
Now consider learning a Boolean function f from
a membership oracle that applies nonpersistent classifi-
cation noise to examples. We can then ask m membership
queries about a single instance x, receiving labels l1(x),
l2(x), ..., lm(x). For sufficiently large m and assuming that
the noise rate is less than 12 , with high probability
sign(i li (x))= f (x). Furthermore, by a Chernoff bound
argument, the value of m required to achieve a probability
1&$ is polynomial in 1(1&2’) and log $&1. Therefore, if
a function class F is learnable using membership queries,
then F is learnable from a membership oracle that applies
nonpersistent classification noise to the examples. There-
fore, at least from a theoretical point of view, learning from
a membership oracle exhibiting nonpersistent classification
noise is essentially equivalent to learning from a noiseless
oracle. Thus persistent noise is a more interesting noise
model to study in the context of membership query learn-
ability.
Note further that we cannot give PAC-style guarantees in
the persistent noise model. Specifically, in the PAC model
we are able to achieve any desired level of confidence that
our output hypothesis is an =-approximator to the target
function, because additional sampling of the given oracles
always improves our confidence. This is not the case in the
persistent noise model; once a persistently noisy oracle has
fixed a value for an example, its choice cannot be changed
by further sampling. In an extreme case, the oracle might
choose to apply noise to every example the learner sees; in
this case, it is clearly impossible for the learner to return a
hypotheses that will closely approximate the true target,
regardless of the amount of sampling the learner performs.
Therefore, our goal will be to show that certain classes are
learnable with extremely high (but not arbitrarily high)
probability from a membership oracle that exhibits persist-
ent classification noise. Actually, the limitation on the
confidence we can achieve leads us to also limit other
parameters of the learning algorithm somewhat, including
the size of the functions we will consider. For p a fixed poly-
nomial and for all n0, let p-DNF be the class of Boolean
functions f : [0, 1]n  [&1, +1] expressible as a DNF
with at most p(n) terms, and let poly-DNF be the union of
the classes p-DNF over all polynomials p. Similarly, let PL1
be the class of Boolean functions f such that L1( f ) is bounded
by a polynomial in the number of inputs n to f; that is,
PL1 is the polynomial-size version of the class CL1 defined
in Section 5.2. We will show that given modest limitations
on the confidence $ and accuracy = input to the learning
algorithm, with respect to uniform poly-DNF is weakly
learnable and PL1 is strongly learnable in the persistent
classification noise model.
The proof of these facts is based on the following ideas.
Since the noise is persistent and the decision about whether
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or not to apply noise to a given instance is independent of
the decisions for all other instances, we can assume that all
noise decisions are made before learning commences. That
is, we can treat the noisy oracle as if, given f, it chooses a
fixed ‘‘noisy’’ function f ’ according to the probability dis-
tribution D’f implied by the noise process described above.
Note that, while we refer to f ’ as a noisy function, on each
execution of the learning algorithm f ’ is a Boolean function,
and not a random variable as it would be if the noise were
not persistent. We will show that, with extremely high prob-
ability over the random choice of f ’, every Fourier coef-
ficient f ’@(A) is very near its expected value (1&2’) f (A),
where the expectation is with respect to the choice of f ’
according to D’f . Note again that for some choices of f
’,
some f ’@(A)’s will be very far from (1&2’) f (A). However,
for those (almost all) cases where every f ’@(A) is near
(1&2’) f (A), running the WP algorithm with a threshold of
O(%(1&2’)) using the noisy oracle MEM’CN( f ) will find
essentially the same set of parity functions that would be
found running WP with threshold % using the noiseless oracle
MEM( f ). Because existing algorithms for weakly learning
DNF and strongly learning PL1 with respect to the uniform
distribution build their hypotheses from the information
returned by WP, it is then easy to show that these algorithms
can be made noise-tolerant.
Thus the key to showing our learnability results is bound-
ing the probability that any f ’@(A) differs noticeably from
(1&2’) f (A), which we do now. We use Pr’[ } ] and E’[ } ]
to represent probability and expectation, respectively, taken
over the choice of f ’ randomly according to D’f .
Lemma 20. Pr’[_A s.t. | f ’@(A)&(1&2’) f (A)|>*]
16en&*22n&5.
Proof. First, consider any fixed A, and let Pi, j=
Prx[ f (x)=i and /A(x)= j] for i, j # [&1, +1]. Then it
follows from its definition that f (A)=i, j ijPi, j . Similarly,
for fixed f ’ define P’i, j, l=Prx[ f (x)=i and /A(x)= j and
f ’(x)=l], and note that
f ’@(A)= :
i, j, l
jlP’i, j, l .
Let Ei, j, l represent E’[P’i, j, l]. Taking expectations over
the random choice of f ’ on both sides of the above equality,
it follows that if for each i, j, and l, |P’i, j, l&Ei, j, l |*8,
then | f ’@(A)&(1&2’) f (A)|*.
There is a simple relationship between each Ei, j, l and one
of the Pi, j ’s; for example, E1, 1, 1=(1&’) P1, 1 . We will use
this relationship to bound the probability that P’i, j, l differs
from its expected value by more than *8. To illustrate the
process we consider a specific example. Let S1, 1=
|[x | f (x)=1 and /A(x)=1]| and S ’1, 1, 1=|[x | f (x)=1
and /A(x)=1 and f ’(x)=1]|. That is, P1, 1=S1, 1 2n and
P’1, 1, 1=S
’
1, 1, 1 2
n. Then,
Pr’[ |P’i, j, l&Ei, j, l |>*8]
=Pr’ _}S
’
1, 1, 1
S1, 1
&(1&’) }> *8P1, 1& .
We can bound the latter probability by Hoeffding. That is,
we can conceptually associate a random variable with each
of the S1, 1 x’s such that f (x)=/A(x)=1. Each random
variable takes on value 1 with probability 1&’ and value 0
otherwise. S ’1, 1, 1 then represents the sum of these random
variables, which are independent and have the same mean.
Therefore,
Pr’[ |P’i, j, l&Ei, j, l |>*8]2e
&*2S1, 132P
2
1, 1
2e&*222n&5S1, 1
2e&*22n&5.
The lemma follows by the fact that the probability of the
union of events is bounded above by the sum of the
probabilities of the events. K
Corollary 21. For every polynomial p there is an n0>0
such that for all nn0 , all $ such that log($&1) p(n), and all
’ such that 1(1&2’) p(n), poly-DNF is weakly learnable
from a persistent classification-noise membership oracle
MEM’CN( f ) with respect to the uniform distribution. The
probability of success of the learning algorithm is taken over
the randomness of MEM’CN( f ) as well as over the internal
randomization of the learning algorithm.
Proof. Based on the earlier discussion, if f ’ is such that
for all A, | f ’@(A)&(1&2’) f (A)|2&n4, and if $ and ’
meet the restrictions of the theorem, then a guess-and-
double version of WP will in time polynomial in n and with
probability at least 1&$2 return a set of weak
approximators to f, any one of which can be used as the final
hypothesis of the learning algorithm. Furthermore, by the
previous lemma, f ’ will fail to meet this condition with
probability at most 16en&2n2&5. Also, for any fixed polyno-
mial p and all sufficiently large n, this quantity will be
smaller than 2&p(n)&1 and therefore smaller than $2. There-
fore, with probability at least 1&$ the algorithm succeeds
at finding a weak approximator to f in time polynomial
in n. K
Corollary 22. For every polynomial p there is an
n0>0 such that for all nn0 , all = such that =&1 p(n),
all $ such that log($&1) p(n), and all ’ such that
1(1&2’) p(n), PL1 is learnable from a persistent
classification-noise membership oracle MEM’CN( f ) with
respect to the uniform distribution. The probability of success
of the learning algorithm is taken over the randomness of
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MEM’CN( f ), as well as over the internal randomization of the
learning algorithm. We assume that the algorithm is told
L1( f ) and the bound p(n) on 1(1&2’).
Proof. Kushilevitz and Mansour [37] showed that
given any Boolean function f, invoking the WP algorithm
with inputs a membership oracle MEM( f ), a threshold
%==L1( f ), and a confidence $2 produces, with prob-
ability 1&$2, a set S such that sign(A # S f (A) /A) is an
=-approximator to f. Recall that the algorithm runs in time
polynomial in n, %, and log $&1, and thusgiven the condi-
tions of the corollaryin time polynomial in n for the above
value of %. Furthermore, calling WP with a smaller threshold
% only improves the accuracy of the resulting hypothesis,
although the running time of WP increases as well.
As in the preceding proof, we know that for all sufficiently
large n and appropriately bounded $, the noisy membership
oracle MEM’( f ) will with probability at least 1&$2
choose a function f ’ such that for all A, | f ’@(A)&
(1&2’) f (A)|2&n+4. Furthermore, for any such f ’,
if we invoke WP on inputs MEM( f ’), %$==(1&2’)
L1( f )&2&n4, and $2, then in time polynomial in n we will
get back a set S$ essentially the same as the set S we
obtained above from the noiseless oracle for f and using the
previous %. Finally, if we use %"==(L1( f ) p(n))&2&n4
then WP will still run in polynomial time and returns with
probability 1&$2 a set S" which produces a hypothesis at
least as accurate as that produced using S. K
9. FURTHER WORK
While we have shown that DNF is efficiently learnable in
a particular model of learning, the question of whether or
not DNF is learnable in more general modelsparticularly
the standard PAC modelremains open. A number of
interesting intermediate questions also remain unanswered.
For example, is it possible to learn DNF (even monotone
DNF, in which no variables are negated) with respect to
uniform without using membership queries?
In Section 4 we briefly compared HS with earlier Fourier-
based learning algorithms. There we pointed out that HS
has the potential to learn function classes that these previous
algorithms might not be able to learn efficiently. Do such
classes existand in particular, is DNF such a class? Or is
it possible that HS is no more powerful than earlier algo-
rithms, that is, that the results of this paper are the conse-
quence of an improved analysis rather than an improved
algorithm?
A perceptron is a weighted threshold over a set of input
variables, or more generally over functions of small num-
bers of input variables. We consider the problem of learning
perceptrons with integer weights and define the size of such
a perceptron to be the sum of the magnitudes of the weights
on the inputs to the threshold. A boosting-based algorithm
for PAC-learning (without membership queries and dis-
tribution-independently) the subclass of perceptrons over
constant fan-in functions on the domain [0, 1]n follows as
a corollary of our TOP results. How does this algorithm
compare, in theory and in practice, with existing algorithms
for PAC-learning this class, such as Winnow [41]? We
already know one potential advantage of the new algo-
rithm: if the size of the target perceptron is s then the output
hypothesis of the new algorithm will have only O (s2) rele-
vant variables. Obviously we can have s2Rn for percep-
trons with few relevant variables and small weights. In con-
trast, Winnow generally puts nonzero weight on all n input
variables regardless of the number of relevant variables.
Some encouraging preliminary results using this boosting-
based perceptron learning algorithm are reported in [33].
APPENDIX
Here we briefly sketch the proof of a lemma needed for
Fact 14.
Lemma 23. For every 1-rectangle R : [b]  [0, 1], L1(R )
=O(log b).
Proof sketch. Let d represent the width of R; that is,
d=|[x | R(x)=1] |. By the definition of the Fourier
transform, for all a # [b], R (a)=Ex # [b][R(x) } /A(x)]=
x # [b] R(x) } |axb b. Clearly |R (0)|1 regardless of the
value of d. Furthermore, we may view each root of unity |cb
as a two-dimensional unit vector in the complex plane with
tail at the origin and head at the point |cb . Given this view,
each of the other Fourier coefficients R (a), a # [1, ..., b&1],
is a vector sum of sequence of d two-dimensional vectors of
length 1b. Now consider the geometric figure that results if
we draw the first vector in the sum defining R (a), draw the
second vector with its tail at the head of the first, then the
third with its tail at the head of the second, and so on, i.e.,
graphically represent the vector sum defining R (a). Note
that, by the definition of the roots of unity, there is a fixed
angle 2?ab between each consecutive pair of vectors in the
sequence defining R (a). Now a simple geometric argument
gives that a circle of diameter 1b sin(?ab) circumscribes
this figure (the circle center is the intersection point of the
perpendicular bisectors of the vectors). Because the norm of
R (a) is just the length of this vector sum, we have that
|R (a)|
1
b sin(?ab)
for a # [1, ..., b&1], regardless of the choice of d. Thus, we
have that
L1(R )1+
1
b
:
b&1
a=1
1
sin(?ab)
.
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We can bound the sum on the right-hand side by treating a
as a continuous, rather than a discrete, variable and then
integrating. Specifically, it can be verified that
:
b&1
a=1
1
sin(?ab)
2 _ 1sin(?b)+|
b2
1
csc
?a
b
da& .
Furthermore,
|
b2
1
csc
?a
b
da=
b
? _ln tan
?
4
&ln tan
?
2b&=
b
?
ln cot
?
2b
.
Now in the range 0%?2, sin %2%?. Noting that
b2, we can apply this fact to the above expressions and
simplify to get
L1(R )2+
2
?
ln(b). K
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